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SUMMARY OF REPLY
The County's defense of the trial court's ruling below is tepid at best. The County
does not challenge the manifest public interest in learning the content of the Investigative
Report, which concerns substantiated misconduct by a high-ranking County official and
the operations of County government. The County does not challenge the manifest
public interest in scrutinizing the independent process that produced the Report, a process
specifically intended by the County to "maintain complete objectivity and fair play."
Finally, the County completely ignores the most critical piece of evidence in the case the content of the Report itself. Indeed, the County offers no answer to the arguments
contained in the Morning News' Sealed Submission revealing what it is the County seeks
to conceal and why Utah's open records law - the Government Records Access and
Management Act ("GRAMA") - does not permit it do so.
Instead, the County offers a grab bag of arguments, none of which can save the
trial court's erroneous conclusion that the Report may be concealed from public view
under the GRAMA.
First, the Court should reject the County's attempt to recast the issue before it as a
Chevron-like deferential review of the County's initial denial of access to the Report.
While the County understandably would like to ignore many of the events that followed
its initial denial (like producing the Report to Floros, Rice, and County Clerk Swensen
during discovery in the federal court litigation), those facts were properly before the trial
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court on summary judgment and are entitled to consideration. The issue before this Court
is simply whether the Investigative Report is a public record under GRAMA and whether
the trial court erred in concluding otherwise. This Court conducts a de novo review of
the trial court's resolution of that issue, giving no deference to either the trial court's
conclusions or the County's classification decision.
Second, the plain meaning of "clearly unwarranted" contained in GRAMA's
personal privacy exception - Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-302(2)(d) - necessarily requires
consideration of countervailing public interests in determining whether the exception
applies. The trial court erred in failing to consider the compelling public interests in
disclosure of the Report when it determined that the privacy invasion of Floros - the only
privacy interest identified by the Court (though not relied upon by the County) - was
"clearly unwarranted." In addition, this construction of Section 302(2)(d) is fully
consistent with federal case law interpreting identical language in the federal Freedom of
Information Act's ("FOIA") personal privacy exception, which likewise requires a
balancing of public and private interests to determine whether the exception applies.
Finally, the County offers no coherent response for how disclosure of the
Investigative Report could "interfere" with any government investigation or proceeding
under Utah Code Ann. 63-2-304(9) when the investigation of Floros was concluded and
the County did not identify any other pending or contemplated investigation that would be
interfered with. Other than to endorse it, the County fails to address the implications of
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the trial court's breathtaking expansion of Section 304(9) to include all future
investigations or the fact that such a sweeping interpretation has been soundly rejected by
federal courts interpreting an analogous FOIA exception. The trial court's expansive
reading and application of Section 304(9) to this Report was erroneous and should be
reversed.
The County's arguments lack merit. The Investigative Report is a public record
and should be released to the public.
ARGUMENT
I.

The Issue Before the Court is Whether the Independent Investigative
Report is a Public Record -Not Whether the County's Initial Designation or
Classification of the Report Was Reasonable or Correct.
The County suggests at various places in its Brief that the issue before the trial

court below (and this Court on appeal) is whether the County acted reasonably in
designating or classifying the Investigative Report as a "private" or "protected" record at
the time it denied the Morning News' initial GRAMA request. See, e.g., County Brief
("County Br.") at 2 (Issue 1: "Did the trial court err in granting partial summary judgment
to Salt Lake County based upon its initial classification of the investigative report as nonpublic?"; Issue 2: "Was the County's initial classification of the investigative report as
"private" . . . proper?") (emphasis added); see also id. at 3-4 ("This appeal asks the Court
to review the process used by governmental entities to designate records and to classify
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information within the records as public, private, protected or controlled.") (emphasis
added).1
The County misstates the issue. The issue before the Court is not whether the
County's initial classification of the Investigative Report as a non-public record was
reasonable or correct. The facts relevant to judicial review of a GRAMA request denial
are not frozen in time with the government entity's initial denial. Although in this case it
makes no difference - the County's initial refusal to release the Report was just as
erroneous under GRAMA as the trial court's decision denying public access some
eighteen months later - clearly that will not always be the case.2 The interests that
initially may justify a non-public classification of a government record under GRAMA

1

See also County Br. at 14 n.7 ("This appeal addresses the County's initial
classification of the record, before weighing and balancing of other interests as required
by Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-404.") (emphasis added); id at 15-16 ("Therefore, the Court
had sufficient information to determine whether a government entity reviewing the
[Investigative Report] would reasonably conclude that release of the record would
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy.") (emphasis added).
2

As demonstrated in the Morning News' Opening Brief ("Morning News Br."),
the facts existing at the time the County initially denied the Morning News' GRAMA
request for the Investigative Report on September 17, 2004 provided no support for the
County's classification of the Report as a "private" or "protected" record under GRAMA.
Morning News Br. at 10-11, 29. Neither exception applied then or now. By that date,
Floros had been retired from County employment for nearly nine months; the independent
attorney investigators had concluded their investigation and submitted their Report; the
District Attorney's Office had sent Rice the Soltis Letter, which summarized the
investigators' findings; there was no pending investigation or disciplinary proceedings
relating to Floros; and Rice had gone public with her allegations, filing a Notice of Claim
detailing her charges against Floros and the County. (Id; see also R. 314 at xxi (citing R.
329-31); R. 314 at xxv-xxvi (citing R. 3, 28)).
-4203951vl

obviously can change or disappear over time. For example, the personal privacy interests
that may justify the initial redaction of information relating to the victim of a violent
assault in a police report may no longer exist if the victim subsequently publicly discloses
his or her identity to speak about the assault, publicly criticizes police for failing to
properly investigate the assault, or files a civil a lawsuit seeking compensation from his or
her assailant. A government entity obviously may not withhold public information under
such circumstances simply by asserting that, at some previous date, the information was
non-public.
In this case, following the County's initial denial, several events occurred further
confirming that the Investigative Report is a public record and should be released,
including the EEOC's issuance of a written determination finding reasonable cause to
believe that Floros had sexually harassed Rice and then retaliated against her; the
County's disclosure of the Investigative Report to Rice, Floros, County Clerk Swensen,
and their respective counsel during Rice's federal civil rights lawsuit against the County;
the County's payment of nearly $100,000 to settle Rice's federal lawsuit; disclosure that
the independent investigation and Report cost County taxpayers approximately $11,000;
the heated political debate that erupted among members of the Salt Lake County Council
over the District Attorney's handling of the Floros investigation and refusal to release the
Investigative Report; and the public statements of two female County employees
substantiating Rice's complaint that Floros sexually harassed subordinate female
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employees and that County officials knew of such misconduct and failed to take
corrective action. {See Morning News Br. at 7, 9, 11; see also R. 314 at x (citing R. 329);
R. 340 & Tab 2 thereto; R. 314 at xxii-xxiii (citing R. 322-24, R. 341-45, R. 347-52); R.
314 at xxv (citing R.. 159-73); R. 314 n.2; R. 555 at Tab 17).
The County would turn a blind eye to these facts, asking only whether the
government's initial designation or classification of the report - which in many cases may
have occurred months or, as in this case, years before - was reasonable or correct. Such a
rule would lead to absurd results and clearly is incorrect under GRAMA.
The issue before this Court, simply stated, is whether the Investigative Report is a
public record under GRAMA and whether the trial court erred in concluding otherwise by
denying the Morning News' partial motion for summary judgment and granting the
County's cross-motion. In making that determination, the trial court was required to
consider all the evidence in the record bearing on that question, not just the facts as they
existed on September 17, 2004 - the day the County initially denied the Morning News'
GRAMA request. Furthermore, under GRAMA, the trial court was required to decide
that question based upon a de novo review, giving no deference to the County's
classification of the record as non-public. See Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-404(6). Similarly,
this Court reviews the trial court's grant of summary judgment for correctness, giving no
deference to the trial court. See Young v. Salt Lake County, 2002 UT 70, \ 5, 52 P.3d
1240, 1242.
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On the question at issue - whether the undisputed facts support the trial court's
legal conclusion that the Investigative Report is a private or protected record under
GRAMA - the County's Brief has remarkably little to say. As demonstrated in the
following sections, the few arguments mounted by the County in support of the trial
court's ruling are unavailing.3
IL

GRAMA's Personal Privacy Exception - Utah Code Ann. § 63-2302(2)(d) - Does Not Apply to the Independent Investigative Report,
The County makes no attempt in its Brief to contest the manifest public interest in

disclosure of the Investigative Report. Nor could it, given the fact that the content of the
Report itself and the integrity of the independent process that produced it clearly concern
3

Nor, as the County also suggests, does this appeal challenge the County's
authority to designate County sexual harassment investigative reports generally as
"protected" under GRAMA. Under GRAMA, "designating" and "classifying" records
are two different things. Compare Utah Code Ann. §Sec. 63-2-101(3) (classification
defined) with Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-101(7) (designation defined); see also Utah Code
Ann. § 63-2-306 (describing duty of government entity to designate and classify records).
"Designating" means assigning a primary classification label to a group of similar records
or record series, based upon the government entity's general familiarity with or
reasonable sampling of a record series. Id. § 63-2-101(7). "Classifying" a record, on the
other hand, means determining whether a specific record series, record, or information
within a record is public, private, controlled, protected or exempt under GRAMA. Id. §
63-2-101(3). A government entity has a duty under GRAMA to evaluate and designate
its groups of records or record series; however, it has no duty to classify a particular
record within a record series until access to the record is requested. Id. § 63-2-306. The
Morning News' Complaint does not challenge the County's designation of sexual
harassment investigative reports generally as "protected" under GRAMA. (R. 1-17).
Rather, the Morning News challenges the County's non-public classification of this
particular investigative report - an independently commissioned report substantiating
serious misconduct of a high-ranking County official while in office. (R. 314 (citing R.
329); R. 127-28 and attachment thereto).
-7203951vl

"the conduct of the public's business." Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-102(l)(a); see Morning
News Br. at 19-26. The County simply asserts that the trial court was correct in refusing
to consider the public interest when applying GRAMA's personal privacy exception Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-302(2)(d). Although its arguments are somewhat difficult to
discern, the County appears to suggest three reasons why this is so.
First, the County suggests that its classification of the Report as private was proper
given the facts known to the County as of the date it initially denied the Morning News'
GRAMA request for the Report. Second, the County suggests that federal case law
construing the personal privacy exception contained in the Federal Freedom of
Information Act ("FOIA") - which contains language identical to GRAMA's personal
privacy exception - is not helpful in construing the GRAMA exception. Finally, the
County suggests that because GRAMA authorizes government entities or the court to
disclose records even //they are properly classified as private or protected, the Court is
precluded from weighing public and privacy interests to determine whether disclosure
would constitute a "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" under Section
302(2)(d). The Morning News addresses each argument in turn.
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A.

The County Did Not Seriously Consider the Morning News9 Request
for Access to the Report either Initially or During the Subsequent
Administrative Appeals, Because the District Attorney Would Not
Allow County Officials to Inspect the Report

The County suggests that its classification of the Investigative Report as a private
record was proper because as of September 17, 2004 - the date it both received and
initially denied the Morning News' request - the EEOC had not yet issued its
determination of discrimination and Rice had not yet filed her federal lawsuit. (County
Br. at 15). As noted in the previous section, not only is that fact irrelevant, the County's
invitation to freeze judicial review of its classification decision as of the date of the initial
denial is flawed as matter of logic and law. See supra at 3-7 & n.2. The County's timetravel argument is also wrong for an another reason - it wholly ignores the fact that
following its initial denial, the County denied the Morning News' request three additional
times during successive appeals required by the County's administrative appeal process.
(R. 314 at xxv-xxviii (citing R. 6, 12-15, 322-26, 374-73)). By December 21, 2004 - the
date the County Council issued its final denial of the Morning News' GRAMA request the EEOC had, in fact, issued its determination of discrimination against the County and
Rice's federal lawsuit had been pending for more than two months. (County Br. at 15
n.8; R. 314 at xxiv-xxviii). If, as the County now claims, those facts were significant to
the County's review, the County had ample opportunity to consider them when it denied
the Morning News' GRAMA appeal.
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In fact, the record strongly suggests that the County never seriously considered the
Morning News' request for the Report, either initially or during the appeal process. None
of the County officials who considered the Morning News' initial request and subsequent
appeals ever reviewed the Report itself before issuing their denials. (R. 314 at xxvi-xxviii
(citing R. 6, 12-15, 322-26, 374-73)). The District Attorney's Office even threatened to
sue the County Council and get a court order prohibiting the Council from reviewing the
Report. (R. 314 at xxviii (citing R. 467); see also R. 12 at 2).4 It is difficult to conceive
how County officials could discharge their public duty to fairly decide the Morning News'
GRAMA appeal when they never even looked at the Report itself
B,

The Plain Language of GRAMA's Personal Privacy Exception, as Well
as Federal Case Law Construing an Analogous FOIA Exception,
Require Weighing the Public Interest in Disclosure Against Any
Privacy Interests.
1.

The Plain Language of Section 302(2)(d) Requires Weighing the
Public Interest in Disclosure Against the Privacy Interest
Implicated.

The County's next argument - that federal case law construing FOIA's personal
privacy exception is not helpful in construing the GRAMA's personal privacy exception is equally flawed. However, before examining the language of the FOIA privacy

4

The District Attorney's Office also sought to prevent counsel for the Morning
News from reviewing the Report in this litigation. (R. 95-107, 132-55, 301-04). The trial
court granted the Morning News' motion to compel and for a protective order providing
"attorneys' eyes only" access to the Report so that counsel could fully brief these issues to
the trial court. (R. 208, 234). The County then sought interlocutory review of the trial
court's discovery order, which the Court of Appeals denied. (R. 301-02).
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exception and the federal cases interpreting it, the analysis should begin with the language
of the GRAMA exception itself, which permits a record to be classified as private only if
it "contain[s] data on individuals the disclosure of which constitutes a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy." Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-302(2)(d). Aside from a
conclusory assertion that the trial court properly applied this language, County Br. at 19,
the County does not address the language of the exception itself. Examining the plain
meaning of the statute's language makes clear that the public interest in disclosure must
be considered v/hen applying this exception.
As noted in the Morning News' Opening Brief, Section 302(2)(d) does not
preclude public access to records just because they contain "data on individuals." Nor
does the exception protect against all invasions of privacy that might result from
disclosure of government records. See Morning News Br. at 20-21. Only disclosures that
would result in a "clearly unwarranted" invasion of personal privacy are protected. The
plain meaning of "clearly unwarranted" requires consideration of countervailing public
interests in determining whether the exception applies.
"Unwarranted" means "having no justification; groundless: unwarranted
interference." The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (4th Ed.)
(found at http://www.bartlebv.eom/61/57/U0125700.html) (last viewed Jan. 15, 2007);
see also WordNet (Princeton University 2005) (unwarranted: "1. incapable of being
justified or explained.") (found at http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/unwarranted)
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(last viewed Jan. 15, 2007). Similarly, the word "clearly" means: 1. "in a clear manner";
2. "without equivocation." Random House Unabridged Dictionary (2006) (found at
http.V/dictionary.reference.com/browse/clearly) (last viewed Jan. 15, 2007); see also
WordNet (Princeton University 2005) (clearly: "without doubt or question") (found at
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/clearly) (last viewed Jan. 15, 2007).
The plain meaning of these words necessarily requires consideration of the
countervailing public interests in disclosure to determine whether an invasion of privacy
(if any) is, without doubt or question, "warranted" or not. This construction is not only
consistent with the language of the statute, it is in accord with both GRAMA's
presumption of access to government records and the Legislature's expressed intent to
balance the "public's right of access to information concerning the conduct of the public's
business" with "the right of privacy in relation to personal data gathered by government
entities." Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-102(1); see Morning News Br. at 20-21. The trial court
erred because it wholly failed to consider the countervailing public interests in disclosure
of the Report in determining whether the invasion to Floros' privacy was "clearly
unwarranted."
In this case, with respect to this Report, the public interests in disclosure are
substantial and clearly outweigh the privacy interests, if any, that are implicated by the
Report. The only privacy interest identified by the trial court - that of Floros - is minimal
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or nonexistent because the Report concerns Floras' public, not private, misconduct.5
Floras has no "privacy right" to conceal an independently commissioned, taxpayer
financed Investigative Report that substantiates his sexual harassment of subordinate
County employees. Because the Report concerns Floras' substantiated misconduct as a
public official (and what other high-ranking County officials knew about it), disclosure of
the Report will not constitute an invasion of Floras' personal privacy, much less the
"clearly unwarranted" invasion required by Section 302(2)(d). The trial court erred in
concluding otherwise.
2.

Federal Cases Construing Identical Language in FOIA's
Personal Privacy Exception Support the Plain Meaning
Construction of GRAMA's Personal Privacy Exception,

The County acknowledges that balancing countervailing public interests in the
application of Section 302(2)(d) is similar to the construction given by federal trial courts
construing identical language in FOIA's personal privacy exception, 5 U.S.C.A. §
552(b)(6). County Br. at 16, 18-19. Aside from characterizing this interpretation as
"strained," the County offers no analysis or reason why this Court should not look to the
analogous FOIA exception for interpretative guidance. Id. at 17. In fact, the Utah
Attorney's General's GRAMA Handbook specifically commends the analogous FOIA
exception for purposes of interpreting the language of GRAMA's Section 302(2)(d). See

5

Floros' privacy interest in preventing public disclosure of the Investigative
Report is so insubstantial that the County did not even assert it below. (R. 555).
-13203951vl

Utah Attorney General's Handbook for the Utah Government Records Access and
Management Act (2005 Ed.) at 23 ("Interpretive note: This language is very similar to
language in the federal Freedom of Information Act, . . ."), a true and correct copy of
which is appended hereto as Exhibit "A"; found at
http://attorneygeneral.utah.gov/GRAMA/ (last viewed Jan. 15, 2007). Because the
Attorney General's Office acts as counsel to the State Records Committee and is the
State's chief law enforcement officer, its interpretive guidance on GRAMA's exceptions,
while not determinative, is instructive.
In addition, the Legislature, in enacting GRAMA, expressly announced its intent to
provide guidelines for both disclosure and restriction of access to government records,
"which are based on the equitable weighing of the pertinent interests and which are
consistent with nationwide standards of information practices." Utah Code Ann. § 63-2103(3)(d). Although all states have enacted open records statutes, the statutory
framework varies greatly from state to state. FOIA remains the only nationwide standard
with respect to government records access and management. Consistent with the
Legislature's express intent, it is appropriate when construing the language of GRAMA's
exceptions to look to case law interpreting FOIA's analogous exceptions.6

6

The County incorrectly asserts that the Morning News stated at oral argument
that GRAMA generally, or Section 302(2)(d) in particular, is "not modeled after FOIA."
Country Br. at 17. Counsel for the Morning News stated no such thing, and the hearing
transcript cited by the County does not support that assertion. While GRAMA obviously
is not a duplicate of FOIA, its drafters certainly borrowed concepts, structure, and
-14203951vl

A review of the federal cases interpreting identical language in FOIA's personal
privacy exception only confirms the plain meaning yielded by the words themselves. The
FOIA personal privacy exception prohibits disclosure of "personnel and medical files and
similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of
personal privacy'' 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(6) (emphasis added). The material language is
identical to that of Section 302(2)(d) of GRAMA. This language, as well as the case law
interpreting it, existed at the time GRAMA was enacted in 1991. Thus, when it adopted
the "clearly unwarranted" language, the Legislature selected a term laden with preexisting meaning developed through years of federal case law interpretation.
The United States Supreme Court described this meaning as follows:
Congress sought to construct an exemption that would require a balancing
of the individual's right of privacy against the preservation of the basic
purpose of the Freedom of Information Act to "open agency action to the
light of public scrutiny." The device adopted to achieve that balance was
the limited exemption, where privacy was threatened, for "clearly
unwarranted" invasions of privacy.
Dep'tofthe Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 371, 96 S. Ct. 1592, 1604 (1976). In
applying the balancing test set forth in Rose, the Court has stated, "in evaluating whether
a request for information lies within the scope of a FOIA exemption, such as Exemption

language from the federal statutory model, including the same "clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy" language used in FOIA's personal privacy exception.
Compare 5 U.S.C.A.§ 552(b)(6) with Utah Code Ann. 63-2-302(2)(d). In its summary
judgment memorandum below, the Morning News noted the identical language of the two
exceptions and cited federal case law interpreting the federal exception. (R. 314 at 6-7 &
n.8).
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6, that bars disclosure when it would amount to an invasion of privacy that is to some
degree 'unwarranted,' 'a court must balance the public interest in disclosure against the
interest Congress intended the exemption to protect.'" U.S. Dep't ofDef. v. Fed. Labor
Relations Auth., 510 U.S. 487, 495, 114 S. Ct. 1006, 1012 (1994); see also U.S. Dep'tof
State v. Ray, 502 U.S. 164, 176, 112 S. Ct. 541, 548 (1991) ("As we held in Rose, the text
of the exemption requires the Court to balance the 'individual's right of privacy' against
the basic policy of opening 'agency action to the light of public scrutiny.'").
Lower federal courts have followed this construction. See, e.g., Campbell v. US.
Civil Serv. Comm 'n, 539 F.2d 58, 62 (10th Cir. 1976) ("[W]here there is an important
public interest in obtaining information, the private interest in protecting the disclosure
must give way to the superior public interest, especially where the invasion is not
substantial."); Trentadue v. Integrity Comm., No. 2:03-CV-33975, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
26847, at *13 (D. Utah 2006) ("Courts 'apply a balancing test to determine whether
disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy under
Exemption 6.' A court must balance the public interest in disclosure against the privacy
interest Congress intended the exemption to protect.");
Moreover, federal courts have held that use of the term "clearly" in Exemption 6
also is significant. In Robles v. Environmental Protection Agency, 484 F.2d 843 (4th Cir.
1973), the court stated that "use of the term 'clearly' in this qualification, which was not
inadvertent but purposeful on the part of Congress, was, itself, a 'clear' instruction to the
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Courts that, in determining the issue whether a disclosure would constitute a 'clearly
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy/ they should 'tilt the balance in favor of
disclosure.'" Id. at 846 {quoting Getman v. NLRB, 450 R2d 670, 674 (D.C. Cir. 1971);
see also Ditlow v. Schultz, 517 F.2d 166, 169 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (requiring same "tilt" in
favor of disclosure).
In sum, three things are clear upon reviewing the case law interpreting FOIA's
analogous personal privacy exemption. First, Section 302(2)(d) of GRAMA, like its
federal counterpart, requires a trial court to balance the public interests in disclosure of
the record against the privacy interests, if any, favoring nondisclosure. Second, in
determining whether a disclosure would constitute a "clearly" unwarranted invasion of
personal privacy, the court should tilt the balance in favor of public access. The third
thing that is clear is that the trial court below did neither. The trial court failed to balance
the compelling public interests favoring disclosure of the Investigative Report against the
privacy interests of Floros in keeping the Report of his misconduct concealed from public
view. Given the undisputed facts in the summary judgment record, the balance of these
interests tips decidedly in favor of public access. No "tilt" is required. The trial court's
conclusion otherwise was error.
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C.

GRAMA's Public Interest Balancing Provision for Non-Public Records
Does Not Preclude Balancing Public and Privacy Interests Under
Section 302(2Kd).

The County's final suggestion is that because GRAMA authorizes government
entities and the trial court to disclose government records even if they are properly
classified as private or protected, the trial court (and this Court) should not weigh public
and privacy interests to determine if the Report is properly classified as private under
Section 302(2)(d) in the first instance. County Br. at 19-20. This argument fails as well.
Under GRAMA, a government entity or the trial court may disclose government
records that are properly classified as private or protected if "the interests favoring access
outweigh the interests favoring restriction of access." Utah Code Ann. §§ 63-2-20 l(5)(b),
63-2-404(8). These provisions apply, however, only j/the government entity or trial court
first determines that the requested record is properly classified as private or protected
under one or more of GRAMA's exceptions. Id. If the record is not properly classified
as private, protected or otherwise non-public under GRAMA, it is a public record and
there is no need to apply the balancing test in Section 201(5)(b) or Section 404(8). See
Utah Code Ann § 63-2-201(2) ("A record is public unless expressly provided by
statute."). Thus, the availability of these balancing provisions does not preclude weighing
the public and privacy interests to determine whether the Report is properly classified as
private under Section 302(2)(d).
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Nor does balancing interests under Section 302(2)(d) render Section 404(8)
meaningless, as the County contends. First, just because Section 404(8) authorizes
judicial balancing of interests and disclosure of private, protected, and controlled records
does not mean the County or the trial court may abandon its duty to properly apply
GRAMA's exceptions in the first place. If that were the case, GRAMA's presumption of
access to records would be rendered meaningless, as would the language in Section
302(2)(d) requiring balancing of public and privacy interests. If, as here, the exceptions
relied upon to conceal the record do not apply, the record is public and the court should
order its release. Second, the judicial balancing authorized under Section 404(8) is
broader than the balancing under Section 302(2)(d). Because Section 302(2)(d) protects
personal privacy, the public interest in disclosure is balanced against the privacy interest,
if any, in nondisclosure. The interests to be weighed under Section 404(8), however, are
not so limited. Under that section, the court may consider any interest favoring restriction
of access, not just privacy interests. See Utah Code Ann. 63-2-404(8). Thus, Section
404(8) retains meaning and utility even when applied to records properly classified as
private under Section 302(2)(d).
D.

None of the Cases Relied Upon by The County Support its Assertion
that Investigative Reports of Sexual Harassment by Government
Officials Should be Treated as Private Records.

In its Opening Brief, the Morning News cited numerous cases supporting the
principle that government officials have no reasonable expectation of privacy in
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concealing records of their official misconduct from public view. Morning News Br. at
24-25; Morning News Sealed Submission at 10-11. The County neither addresses these
cases nor attempts to refute the common-sense legal principle for which they stand.
The County cites a handful of cases it claims support the proposition that other
jurisdictions treat sexual harassment reports of government officials as private records.
The County's cases, however, do not support that proposition. Neither of the two Tenth
Circuit cases relied upon by the County involve sexual harassment or misconduct by
government officials. See Nolan v. US. Dep't of Justice, 973 F.2d 843 (10th Cir. 1992)
(involving an attorney who sought access to employment records for security clearance
for new job); US. v West, 672 F.2d 796 (10th Cir. 1992) (involving discovery of Office
of Professional Responsibility files in connection with improper prosecution claims).
The County then cites two cases to support its assertion that a multitude of state
courts have prohibited access to investigative reports under their public records statutes.
Again, neither of these cases support that proposition. Gilbert v. City of Sunnyvale, 130
Cal. App. 4th 1264, 1270 (Cal. Ct. App. 2005) is a due process case that analyzes a
provision of the Public Safety Officers Procedural Bill of Rights, a statute whose terms
are directed at protecting "peace officers from abusive or arbitrary treatment in their
employment," id. at 1286 (internal quotations omitted), not at prohibiting general public
access to investigative records. See Cal. Gov't Code § 3303.
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Similarly, the only records statute referred to in Bonnell v. MacQueen, 241 F.3d
800, 821 (6th Cir. 2001) is FERPA, a federal statute which prevents the release of
educational records. Bonnell involved a student who accused a professor of sexual
harassment, and, apparently in retaliation, the professor circulated the student's complaint
and a sarcastic essay directed against the student. Id. at 805. Yet, even in light of these
egregious circumstances, the court still carefully balanced the college's interests against
the professor's free speech rights. Id. at 823. In no way did the court conclude that a
records statute categorically prohibited the circulation of these reports.
The cases relied upon by the County to shield the Investigative Report from public
scrutiny are neither analogous nor persuasive. The County has pointed to no case, either
federal or state, that has allowed concealment of an independent investigative report
substantiating serious misconduct of a government official while in office.
IIL

The Investigative Report is Not a Protected Record Under Utah Code Ann. §
63-2-304(9).
The County spends remarkably little effort defending the trial court's conclusion

that the Investigative Report is a protected record under Section 304(9) of GRAMA. The
County does not dispute that release of the Report could not interfere with investigative or
disciplinary proceedings related to Floros because the independent investigation had
concluded and Floros had long-since retired from County employment. (R. 314 at xxi
(citing R. 329-31); R. 314 at xxv-xxvi (citing R. 3, 28)). The County does not claim that
the Report reveals any pending or contemplated investigation or proceeding that could be
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interfered with. Nor does the County even attempt to address the implications of the trial
court's breathtaking expansion of Section 304(9) to future investigations or the fact that
such a sweeping interpretation has been soundly rejected by federal courts construing an
analogous exception in FOIA. See Morning News Br. at 31-33.7
The County makes passing reference to the affidavit of its EEOC Manager, Debra
Smith, and, for the first time, refers to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Guidelines, claiming that the guidelines "provide that confidentiality should be ensured."
County Br. at 21, 19. The EEOC Guidelines, which the County has appended to its Brief,
were not part of the record below nor considered or relied upon by the trial court. More
importantly, however, the EEOC Guidelines say nothing about ensuring the
confidentiality of witness statements or sexual harassment investigative reports. The
Morning News has reviewed the Guidelines and cannot find any reference to ensuring
confidentiality. See County Br., Addendum "H". Similarly, as previously explained, the
affidavit of the County's EEOC Manger provides absolutely no support for the County's
speculative assertion of future harm from release of the Report. See Morning News Br. at
33 & n. 7; Morning News Sealed Submission at 12-15.

7

As in the case of Section 302(2)(d) of GRAMA, the Attorney General's
GRAMA Handbook references the FOIA exception analogous to Section 304(9) for
purposes of interpretative guidance. See Utah Attorney General's Handbook for the Utah
Government Records Access and Management Act (2005 Ed.) at 25 ("Interpretive note:
Many of these provisions are similar to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C.
§ 552(b)(7))"), a true and correct copy of which is appended hereto as Exhibit "A"; found
at http://attorneygeneral.utah.gov/GRAMA/ (last viewed Jan. 15, 2007)
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There is no evidence in the Smith Affidavit or anywhere else that witnesses in the
sexual harassment investigation were promised confidentiality or that the independent
investigators ever expected the Report to remain confidential. Indeed, for reasons
explained in the Morning News Sealed Submission, which the County does not even
attempt to refute, the content of the Report supports the opposite conclusion. See
Morning News Sealed Submission at 13-15.
Simply put, the trial court's expansive reading and application of Section 304(9) to
the Investigative Report was error. There is no evidence, and the County presented none
below, that release of this independently commissioned Report would interfere with any
specific investigation or proceeding. Given this lack of evidence, the trial court's
conclusion that Section 304(9) applies is erroneous and should be reversed.8
IV.

The Government's Duty to Redact is Not Limited to Cases of Judicial
Balancing Under Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-404(8).
The County's argument on redaction merits only brief response.
First, for reasons that are apparent upon review of the Investigative Report, and

which are discussed in the Morning News Sealed Submission, there is no need to redact
any information in the Report; it should be released in its entirety. Morning News Sealed
Submission at 10-11 & n.6.

8

The County has abandoned its claim that the Investigative Report is also
protected as an attorney work product under Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-304(17). County Br.
at 14 n. 6.
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Second, the County incorrectly states the law with respect to the duty to redact
imposed by GRAMA. The County's assertion that redaction is limited only to cases in
which the Court conducts judicial balancing under Section 404(8) is incorrect. By its
terms, Section 307 of GRAMA requires that in any record containing public and
nonpublic information, if the public information is intelligible, it must be disclosed. Utah
Code Ann. § 63-2-307. The duty to redact is not limited to cases of judicial balancing
under Section 404(8). Thus, should the Court determine there is some information in the
Report to which the public is not entitled to inspect, it should order redaction of such
information. Id.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, and those contained in the Morning News' Opening
Brief and Sealed Submission, the Memorandum Decision of the trial court should be
reversed, and the matter remanded for entry of judgment in favor of the Morning News.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED

this

\o

day of January 2007.

PARR WADDOUPS BROWN GEE & LOVELESS

Micfotd'T. Hoppe
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellant
Deseret Morning News
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L OVERVIEW: AN INTRODUCTION TO GRAMA
A. WHAT IS "GRAMA"?
The Government Records Access and Management Act (GRAMA) is a comprehensive
law dealing with management of government records and access to those records. It is an
attempt to balance the public's constitutional right of access to information concerning
the conduct of the public's business, the individual's constitutional right of privacy in
relation to personal data gathered by government entities, and the public policy interest in
allowing government to restrict access to certain records for the public good. See § 102.
B. HOW DOES GRAMA WORK?
GRAMA establishes record classifications. To protect individual privacy, GRAMA
allows certain records to be classified as "private" or "controlled." Records to which
access may be restricted for the public good are classified as "protected." Access to a
record depends on its classification.
• Public records: Under GRAMA, all records are public unless they fit within one of
the categories exempt from public disclosure - private, controlled, protected, or
limited. See §§ 201(2), 201(3)(b) and (c). In addition, GRAMA specifically
identifies several kinds of records that are public. See § 301. Any requester may
inspect a public record free of charge during normal working hours, subject to §§
203 and 204. See § 201(1).
• Private records: Private records are records about individuals that contain personal
information, such as medical or personal financial information. See § 302. Private
records are ordinarily available only to the subject of the record or to a person with
written permission from the subject.
• Controlled records: If a governmental entity reasonably believes that release of a
medical, psychiatric, or psychological records to the individual who is the subject of
that information would be detrimental to the subject's mental health or to the safety
of any individual, or would constitute a violation of normal professional practice and
medical ethics, the record may be classified "controlled." See § 303. Controlled
records ordinarily may be released only to a physician, psychologist, certified social
worker, insurance provider or agent, or a government public health agency with a
release from the subject, and that person or entity may not disclose the information
to the subject. See § 202(2).
• Protected records: Protected records are records that may be kept confidential to
protect various interests, including:
- business interest in the case of information that would give competitors an
advantage if disclosed, and
- the public interest in the case of information where confidentiality is necessary
to prevent persons from gaining an unfair advantage by means of information
held by their government.
GRAMA Handbook
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Protected records are originally available only to the person that submitted the
records or to an individual who has written authorization from all individuals or
entities whose interests are sought to be protected. A 2001 amendment also allows
disclosure of protected records to the owner of a mobile home park, subject to the
conditions of Utah Code § 41-la-116(5).
• Limited records: Access to some government records is limited by the specific law
that authorizes or requires the keeping of the record. Examples include the Family
Educational Rights & Privacy Act (FERPA), the federal Health Insurance Portability
& Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and federal Medicaid laws. If there is an
applicable statute, federal regulation, or court rule, GRAMA only applies to the
extent that it does not conflict with that statute, regulation or rule. See §§ 201(3)(b)
and 201(6).
Each of these categories is described in greater detail in Part V of this Handbook. It is
important to note that a record may not be classified as private, controlled, protected or
limited unless specifically authorized by GRAMA or another law, and public release of a
record may not be prevented unless confidentiality is specifically allowed by GRAMA or
another law. See §§ 201(4) and 201(6). It should also be recognized that in some
circumstances, any record may be released to the public. See § 202(9).
C

GRAMA APPLIES TO GOVERNMENT RECORDS. WHAT IS A RECORD?

The definition of "record" is broad and includes anything that provides information in a
documentary form. Letters, memos and reports on paper are obviously documents, but so
are photographs, tape recordings, maps and information stored electronically, as on a
computer disc. See § 103(19)(a).
There are some objects, such as physical evidence, that are not records even though they
may contain information. Water samples, for example, may provide information about
the quality of the water from which the samples were taken, but the samples themselves
are not records. The resulting laboratory reports are records.
GRAMA also exempts some items from its definition of a record. For example,
temporary drafts, personal notes and personally owned documents are not records. The
exemptions are described in Part V of this Handbook.
D. GRAMA APPLIES TO GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES. WHAT IS A
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY?
The term "government entity" is broadly defined in § 103(10). All state agencies are
governmental entities. Political subdivisions (like cities and counties), the Legislature,
and the Judiciary are also governmental entitles, although the applicability of GRAMA to
these entities is limited. See Part 7 of GRAMA.

II. HOW TO MAKE A REQUEST UNDER GRAMA
GRAMA Handbook
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A. FORM OF REQUEST. A request for records must be in writing and must contain:
•
•
•
•

The requester's name;
The requester's mailing address;
The requester's daytime telephone number, if available; and
A description of the records requested that identifies the record with
reasonable specificity.

See § 204(1). Forms for making a request for records are included in Appendix A,
although a requester is not required to use any particular form so long as the above
information is provided. It is also not required that the requester specify that the
request is being made under GRAMA, although it is advisable to do so in order to
avoid any confusion. In addition, in order to avoid any delay in the governmental
entity's response, when requesting copies or requesting that the information be
provided in a format other than that kept by the agency, it is advisable to specify a
dollar amount that is being pre-authorized for copying or compiling fees.
B. IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED FOR ACCESS TO PRIVATE,
CONTROLLED, PROTECTED AND OTHER LIMITED RECORDS.
Requesters should be aware that some records can ordinarily be released only to
certain persons specified in GRAMA. See § 202. In order to protect the privacy of
medical records, for example, those records may be released only to the individual or
to a person with authorization from the individual. Moreover, a governmental entity
is obligated to get some proof of the subject's identity, or the identity of any person
who has a consent for release, power of attorney or other authorization form the
subject, before it can release the record to that person. Anyone requesting access to
these records should be prepared to provide proof of identification. If there is any
uncertainty as to the identity of the requester, it may be necessary in some cases for
the government entity to obtain require picture identification or a notarized signature
with the request. See § 202(6). These requirements are described in greater detail in
Part III.A.9 of this Handbook.
C. WHAT IS A REASONABLY SPECIFIC REQUEST? A request should be
specific enough that a governmental entity employee who is familiar with the
agency's records will understand which records are being sought. Schwarz v.
University of Utah, State Records Comm. Dec. No. 05-04; see also, Haik v. Town of
Alta, State Records Comm. Dec. No. 04-11 (appeal pending); Tolton v. Town ofAlta,
State Records Comm. Dec. No. 03-03 (appeal pending). A request for all records on
a broad topic within a governmental entity's jurisdiction will ordinarily not be
specific enough to meet that test. For example, the following requests would not be
specific enough to give a governmental entity employee a clear idea of the specific
records the requester had in mind:
• A request for records about ground water pollution or lead contamination from
the Department of Environmental Quality;
• A request for records related to child support enforcement from the
Department of Human Services; or
• A request for fishing information from the Department of Natural Resources.
GRAMA Handbook
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In contrast, the following requests should be sufficiently specific to give adequate
guidance to a person responding to a request:
• A request to the Department of Environmental Quality for records about
ground water pollution or lead contamination associated with named sites;
• A request to the Department of Human Services for records specifying the
number of child support enforcement cases during the past two years;
• A request to the Department of Natural Resources for information related to
fish stocking in particular waters during the past two years.
It is important to write a request as precisely and narrowly as possible in order to
avoid unnecessary delay or additional fees. One way to do that is to consult the
governmental entity to request assistance in formulating a complicated request.
D. WHERE TO SEND A REQUEST. A governmental entity's rules should specify
where and to whom requests for access shall be directed. To find out if the agency
has such a rule, check the Utah Administrative Code or simply ask the government
office or State Archives. If the agency does not have a rule, the request should be
sent to the person or division within the government office that is expected to have
the records.
Response to a request may be delayed if it is not properly directed. See §§ 204(2)
and 204(6).
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HOW TO

RESPOND TO A RECORDS REQUEST

A. RESPONDING TO REQUES ISM Hi \( ('KSS.
1.

Log the request. The time for response begins to run when the request is
received, so it is important to note the date it is received by either entering it in
a log or date-stamping the request.

2

IMt i • iiilit il iAi \l\l \ applies

1

a,

is there a more specific iaw? Access to some government records is
controlled by a specific law that authorizes or requires the keeping of the
record. If there is an applicable statute, federal regulation, or court rule, its
provisions regarding access to the record control and must be followed. In
that event, GRAMA only applies to the extent that it does not conflict with
that statute, regulation or rule. See § 201(6)

b.

Is the information requested a "record"? If it is not, GRAMA does not
apply. To be a record, all of the information in the original must be
reproducible by photocopy, or other mechanical or electronic means.
Books in a public library and proprietary software are not records for
GRAMA purposes. GRAMA also specifies that other kinds of
information are not considered records, such as temporary drafts and
similar material, daily calendars and some personal notes. See § 103(19)
and Part V.A.I of this Handbook. If the information requested does not fit
within GRAMA's definition of a "record," a request may be denied.

Determine and note time limit for response (if the governmental entity
cannot respond immediately).
a.

Five business days oi ton ' A governmental entity is required to respond
as soon as reasonably possible, but no later than ten business days after
receiving the written request, or five business days after receiving a
written request if the requester demonstrates that expedited response
benefits the public rather than the person.
Any person who requests information for a story or report tor publication
or broadcast to the general public is presumed to be acting for the benefit
of the public and therefore entitled to a five-day response. See § 204(3).

1

If an extension of time is necessary, when will it expire?
GRAMA allows an extension of time for response in certain
extraordinary circumstances. A summary of permissible
circumstances, and the corresponding extended deadlines for
response is found in Table 3-1.
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TABLE 3-1: EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES

J

||

REASON

EXTENSION

Record loaned out for use by another
governmental entity

5 days for entity to return record unless return
would impair the holder's work.

Record being used for audit

Notify requester when record is available.

Request is for a voluminous quantity
of records (or, under a 2005
amendment, the requester seeks a
substantial number of records in
requests filed within five working
days of each other)

As soon as reasonably possible.

Governmental entity has a large
number of record requests

As soon as reasonably possible.

1

Governmental entity must review a
large number of records in order to
respond to the request

As soon as reasonably possible.

|

Legal issues require review by
counsel

5 day extension.

II

Segregation requires extensive
editing

15 days from the date of original request.

Segregation requires computer
|| programming

1

1

As soon as reasonably possible.

See §§ 204(4) and (5) for these and other provisions regarding extensions.
If legal counsel is required to determine if a record may be released, the
governmental entity should forward a copy of the request to its attorney
immediately.
If the governmental entity claims an extension, it must provide the
requester a notice that describes the circumstances upon which it is
relying, and specifies the date when the records will be available. The
notice must be sent within the five or ten day time limit for response listed
above in Part III.AJ.a of this Handbook. See § 204(3)(a)(iv). A sample
notice of extension form is included in Appendix A. If the requester
believes the extraordinary circumstances do not exist or that the time
specified is unreasonable, the requester may file an appeal with the head of
the agency as allowed by § 401.
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c.

Effect of failure to respond within time limit. Failure to respond within
the applicable time limit is the same as a denial. See § 204(7); Powell v.
Lehi City, State Records Comm. Dec. No. 02-10.

d.

How to count days. Since GRAMA does not specify how days shall be
counted, it is suggested that they be counted as provided in Rule 6 of the
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Following that Rule, and unless
specifically provided otherwise, the first day counted is the day following
receipt of the request. When the period of time is fewer than 11 days (or
when the period is described in "business days"), Saturdays, Sundays, and
legal holidays are excluded in the computation. If the last day of the
period falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, the period runs to the
end of the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday.

Determine if the request describes the records requested with reasonable
specificity. If a governmental entity does not understand what is being
requested, it should attempt to contact the requester to seek clarification Tf it is
not able to get sufficient clarification to enable it to respond to the request, or if
the request is not reasonably specific (see Part II.C of this Handbook, above),
the request may be denied. See §§ 201(7) and 204(1). Instructions for denials
are listed in Part III A 11.
Determine classification. Before a governmental entity can decide if a person
is authorized to see or copy a record, it must determine how the record has been
or should be classified.
a.

Check classification schedule. To find out whether a record has been
classified, a governmental entity should review its Classification Schedule.
A copy of the classification schedule should be available from the
governmental entity's records officer or from State Archives.

b.

ii the record is not listed in the classification schedule, check the
applicable statute. Subsection 301(1) lists records that GRAMA
classifies as public, unless access is restricted by court order or another
law. Subsection 302(1) lists certain records containing information on
individuals that GRAMA classifies as private. If the records are classified
by the statute, that classification governs.

c.

Check the requested i ecord itseli. If a court order affecting access to a
particular record has previously been entered, a copy of the order should
be affixed to, or referenced by, the record. If there is a court order, it
governs access and its provisions must be followed. (See Part X.B of this
Handbook regarding what constitutes a proper court order).
Additionally, if the record contains a trade secret, commercial information,
or non-individual financial information, the record might also be covered
by a business confidentiality claim that was filed by the person who
submitted the information. If so, that claim would require the record to be
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protected. Even if the government office denies the submitter's business
confidentiality claim, the record may not be disclosed to anyone who is
not entitled to access to protected records until the time for appeal has
expired, including judicial appeal. See § 308.

6.

d.

If a record is not classified, classify it. GRAMA provides that a record
does not have to be classified until it is requested. See § 306(2). Possible
classification categories and classification procedures are described in Part
V of this Handbook.

e.

If a record is classified but the classification seems wrong, consider
reclassification. GRAMA allows a governmental entity to reclassify a
record series, a record, or information within a record, at any time. See §
306(3). If the record classification is wrong, reclassification is
appropriate.

f.

If no exemption applies, but the record should not be released,
consider § 405. In extraordinary circumstances, where it appears that
great harm could occur unless a record is treated confidentially but no
exemption applies, GRAMA allows a court to protect the record from
disclosure. See § 405. See also Part X.D of this Handbook. A
governmental entity that is considering using this provision should consult
with legal counsel.

Based on the classification, determine if the requester is entitled to access.
The designated classification of a record determines who may have access to it.
a.

If a record is classified "private," it ordinarily may only be disclosed to
the subject of the record, to certain legal representatives of the subject, to
someone with a written consent for release signed by the subject, or, if the
record is a medical record, to health care providers if "consistent with
normal professional practice and medical ethics." See § 202(1).

b.

If a record is classified "controlled," it ordinarily may be disclosed only
to a physician, psychologist, certified social worker, insurance provider or
agent, or a government public health agency that presents the
documentation required by § 202(2).

c.

If a record is classified as "protected," it may be disclosed only to the
person who submitted the record, or to an individual that has a power of
attorney or release signed by all of the individuals and entities whose
interests were sought to be protected. See § 202(4).

d.

If a record is classified as "public," it may be disclosed to anyone (and
shall be disclosed, upon request), provided it does not also contain
information that is classified as private, controlled, or protected. If the
record does contain private, controlled, or protected information, that
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information must be segregated and not released, unless the requester is
otherwise entitled to access to that information, as set forth above.
e.

Court order or Legislative subpoena. Records should also be released
to a person with a proper court order or legislative subpoena. See § 202 of
GRAMA and Part X.B of this Handbook.

Requests by government - additional considerations. In circumstances
specified in GRAMA, a governmental entity may disclose a private, controlled,
or protected record to another governmental entity, political subdivision,
another state, the United States, or a foreign government. See Part VII of thi*
Handbook and § 206.
Research requests - additional considerations. Private or controlled records
may be disclosed for research purposes to a requester who is not otherwise
entitled to access if the conditions of subsection 202(8) are met. Every
government office should have a policy regarding who is authorized to approve
research requests. If so, the request should be referred to that person. If not, it
is recommended that the decision should be made at the division director level
or higher. Any questions as to who is authorized to approve research requests
may be directed to the appropriate division director. The decision maker must
make sure the provisions of § 202(8) are complied with.
If the requested record is not public, check the requester's identiflcation
and any other required documentation. If the requested record is not public,
but the requester claims to be a person authorized by statute to have access to
the record, the agency must check the requester's identification to make sure
the requester is entitled to access. See § 202(6). A driver's license is an
example of an appropriate form of identification.
Private, controlled, limited, or protected information should not generally be
given out by telephone because of the difficulty of verifying the requester's
identification over the telephone. Moreover, an agency is not even required to
respond to a telephone request because it is not a "written" request If the
requester appears to be someone who is entitled to access, the agency may want
to invite him/her to come in to the agency to provide identification, or invite
him/her to submit a written request for copies (see Part III.B of this Handbook).
An exception can be made where the requester gives a previously issued secret
number or access code to prove identification. (If secret numbers or access
codes are used, it is recommended that an agreement regarding access be
entered into at the time the number or code is issued. The agreement could
contain provisions relating to conditions of access, hold harmless agreements
etc.).
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In unusual circumstances, it may be appropriate to confirm the identity of an
individual making a request by telephone by requiring him/her to provide a
notarized written request or other information known only to that person, such
as a Social Security number.
If GRAMA requires other documentation (such as a power of attorney, a
release, or an acknowledgment) the agency should also make sure that that
documentation is presented and reviewed, that it satisfies the requirements of
GRAMA, and that the agency is satisfied that release is appropriate under the
document's terms. See § 202. Any questions should be directed to the
agency's legal counsel.
10. Allow access to records if the requester is entitled to inspect. Every person
has the right to inspect a public record free of charge. See § 201(1). Similarly,
those entitled to access to private, controlled, or protected records, as set forth
in paragraphs 6 & 7 above, should be allowed to inspect the records without
charge. See § 203(5)(b). If the requester is entitled to inspect the requested
record, the agency should allow him/her to have access to it. If the records
contain information that the requester is not entitled to inspect, that information
must be segregated. It may be necessary to make copies in order to do so. See
Part III.B.5. of this Handbook.
In some circumstances where the integrity of an original record may be
compromised, it might be necessary for a governmental entity to take steps to
ensure original documents are not damaged during an inspection. For example,
in a case involving an inmate who wanted to inspect 17 original public
contracts, the Department of Corrections made the contracts available to the
inmate, but only allowed the inspection to take place in the presence of a guard.
Since every person has a right to inspect a public record free of charge, it is
unlikely that the prison would be justified in charging for the guard's time spent
monitoring the inmate's inspection of said contracts. See Hickev v. Dept. of
Corrections, State Records Comm. Dec. No. 01-03 and Tolton v. Town of Alta,
State Records Comm. Dec. No. 03-03.
11. Deny the request by issuing a written denial if the requester is not entitled
to access. If the government entity denies the request in whole or in part, the
entity must provide a written notice of denial to the requester either in person or
by sending the request to the requester's address. See § 205(1). The notice
must satisfy the requirements of § 205(2). It is important to keep track of the
date that the notice was sent or delivered so that if the requester appeals, it can
be determined whether the appeal was filed within the required time limit. A
mailing certificate similar to that specified in Part IV.A.2 of this Handbook may
be used.
A sample form for a notice of denial is included in Appendix A, but
governmental entities should feel free to elaborate on the information provided
in that form. Although an appellate body is not bound to follow the decision of
a governmental entity, a well-reasoned decision may be persuasive.
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A governmental entity may not destroy or give up custody of any record to
which access was denied until the period for filing an appeal has expired or the
end of the appeals process, unless otherwise required by a court or agency of
competent jurisdiction. See § 205.
If

RESPONDING TO REQUESTS FOR COPIES.
1.

Determine if the requester is entitled to access. Follow the procedures in
Section A above. If the requester is not entitled to access, he/she is not entitled
to copies. If the governmental entity denies a request, a notice of denial should
be issued. If a request for copies of private, controlled, limited or protected
records is received by mail, the requester is still required to provide proof of
identification. That could be accomplished by inviting the requester to come to
the agency to pick up the copies and present identification. Another alternative
is for the requester to submit an affidavit like the one in Appendix A.
Reasonable accommodation should be made for people with disabilities.

2.

Determine if there will be a fee. A governmental entity may charge a
reasonable fee to cover its actual cost of duplicating a record if the entity
complies with the GRAMA provision for establishing fees. See § 203. A
requester ordinarily should not be held liable for any fees that he/she did not
approve or reasonably anticipate. For that reason, it is reasonable, but not
mandatory, for a governmental entity to require that a requester approve
anticipated fees before it begins to copy records.
A governmental entity may also provide copies without charge, and is
encouraged to do so when it determines that:
Releasing the record primarily benefits the pi ih In tathn linn an m<ii\ nm.tl
or business entity;
The individual requesting the record is the subject of the record, or an
individual entitled to access to a private or controlled record; or
The requester's legal rights are directly implicated by the information in
the record, and the requester is impecunious (too poor to pay). See §
203(4).
The government office representative who responds to the request should check
the agency's policy regarding the amount of fees and procedures for granting
fee waivers. Then, if the requester is entitled to copies, the representative
should determine if a fee will be charged and, if so, how much.
The agency may also allow the requester to bring his/her own copy machine to
the government office. If the requester makes copies on his/her own machine,
c6py fees may not be charged. See § 201(9)(b).

1

Determine if the fee should be collected before processing the request. A
governmental entity may require payment of past fees and future estimated fees
before beginning to process a request if fees are expected to exceed $50.00 or if
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the requester has not paid fees from previous requests. If appropriate, collect
the fees in advance. Any prepaid amount in excess of the fees ultimately
charged must be returned to the requester. It should be noted that a
governmental entity need not collect fees in advance, and may not require
advance payment of fees except as provided in GRAMA. See § 203(8).
4,

Segregate disclosable portions from non-disclosable portions, if required.
Section 307 provides that if the record contains both information that the
requester is entitled to inspect and information that the requester is not entitled
to inspect, and, if the information that the requester is entitled to inspect is
intelligible on its own, access should be allowed to the information that the
requester is entitled to inspect. Access to the information that the requester is
not entitled to inspect may be denied by issuing a notice of denial, as set forth
in Part III.A.l 1 of this Handbook.
Furthermore, if there is more than one person that is the subject of a private or
controlled record, the portion of the record that pertains to another person must
be segregated from the portion that the requester is entitled to inspect. See §
202(3).
Since the Legislature has expressed its intent that Utah information practices be
consistent with nationwide standards (see § 102(3)(d)), federal case law
regarding segregation of information offers some guidance in the application of
these provisions. Federal courts have held that information is not reasonably
segregable if:
•
•
•
•

The process of segregation will result in an unintelligible document;
The disclosable material is so inextricably intertwined with the nondisclosable that segregation is not feasible;
The disclosable information is relatively sparse, and is closely interspersed
with non-disclosable information; or
Disclosure of the nonexempt information would be revealing of, and
endanger the confidentiality of, the exempt information associated with it.

These standards should provide guidance to segregation decisions under
GRAMA. Doubts about whether the releasable portion is intelligible should be
resolved in favor of release to the requester.
5.

Make copies or allow requester to make them. If the requester is entitled to
access and any advance fees have been paid or approved, make the copies. If a
person requests copies of more than 50 pages of records, and if the records are
contained in files that do not contain records that are exempt from disclosure,
the governmental entity may provide the requester with the facilities for
copying the requested records and require that the requester make the copies
him/herself. The agency may also allow the requester to use his/her own
machine at governmental office and waive the fees. See § 201(9).

6.

Collect any uncollected fees and release copies. Note that GRAMA does not
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prevent a governmental entity from mailing copies to a requester at the same
time it submits a bill for the fees.
SUBPOENAS, ORAL REQUESTS AND DUPLICATIVE REQUESTS.
1.

Subpoenas and discovery requests. Subpoenas and other methods of
discovery under state or federal statutes or rules of procedure are not "written
requests" under GRAMA. See § 207. They do not authorize or require access
to records to which access is restricted by GRAMA. The proper way for a
court to require access to records under GRAMA is by a court order that meets
the requirements listed in Part X R of this Handbook.
Still, subpoenas and discovery requests must not be ignored. If a government
office receives a subpoena or discovery request, the government office should
notify the attorney that represents the agency. If the subpoena or discovery
request is for records that are classified as public, legal counsel will probably
direct the agency to comply with its terms. If the subpoena or discovery
request is for records that are private, controlled, or protected, legal counsel
will probably contact the attorney or other person that initiated the request and
explain that GRAMA governs access. If the matter cannot be resolved, legal
counsel will likelv file a motion to quash the subpoena or the request.

1

Oral requests. A governmental entity may allow access to and provide copies
of a record pursuant to an oral request if the requester is entitled to access and if
the copy fee is paid. However, if the governmental entity does not intend to
respond to the request promptly by allowing access or copying at the time the
request is made, the requester should be instructed to file a written request

J.

Duplicative requests. Governmental entities are not required to tuihil a
person's records request if the request unreasonably duplicates prior records
requests from that person. See § 201(8)(c). If such requests are not fulfilled, a
written denial should be issued as described in paragraph III A 11 above
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IV. APPEALS
A. APPEALS TO AGENCY HEAD.
1. Procedure. Any person aggrieved by a governmental entity's access
determination may appeal the determination of the governmental entity by
filing a notice of appeal with the chief administrative office of the entity within
30 days of the entity's determination. Requirements regarding content of the
notice, the governmental entity's responsibility to notify business
confidentiality claimants of the appeal, and time limits for the agency head to
make a decision, are contained in § 401(5)(b). The governmental entity is
required to send written notice of the decision to all participants. See § 401(7)
for requirements of the notice.
2.

Mailing certificate should accompany notice of officer's decision. The
mailing certificate is important in establishing the date that the time for appeal
begins to run. It should be signed by the person who mails the decision to the
parties and may be in substantially the following form:
Certificate of Mailing
I hereby certify that on the day of
, 200_, I mailed a
true and exact copy of the foregoing decision, postage
prepaid, to the following:
(List names and addresses of parties)
(signature)
The agency should keep a copy of the decision and the mailing certificate for its
records.

3.

Authority of chief administrative officer. In addition to determining whether
the classification of the requested record is proper and whether the person
making the request is entitled to access, the chief administrative officer is
authorized to weigh the various interests and public policies pertinent to
classification and disclosure or non-disclosure. If the interests favoring access
outweigh the interests favoring restriction of access, the chief administrative
officer may order information that the agency has properly classified as private
or protected be disclosed to persons who are not otherwise entitled to access
under GRAMA. The officer may not, however, order disclosure of information
that is properly classified as controlled. See §§ 401(6) and 201(5)(b) of
GRAMA, and Part V of this Handbook.
There is nothing in GRAMA that prevents the chief administrative officer from
contacting other persons that would be affected by a record request, such as an
individual with a potential privacy interest, and allowing him/her to participate.
There may be practical problems with this, however, since the time constraints
GRAMA establishes still apply.
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4.

Considerations in exercising the authority to weigh interests. The
Legislature has expressed its intent that when the interests favoring access are
equal in weight to the interests favoring restriction of access, public access
should prevail. See § 102(3)(e). In the case of private records, it is often
prudent to allow an individual's privacy interest to prevail at the agency level
since the individual is not given the right to defend his/her interest at that level.

5.

Extraordinarj circumstances. If a governmental entity, in its initial response
to a record request, determines that additional time is needed to respond to a
request because of "extraordinary circumstances" (see Part III. A 1 of this
Handbook), the requester may appeal the determination to the agency head.
See § 401(l)(b). In such a case, the agency head should review the extension
for compliance with GRAMA and for reasonableness, bearing in mind the
agency's responsibility to respond to the request "as soon as reasonably
possible."

6.

Delegation. The duties of the chief administrative officer under this section
may be delegated. See § 401 (9).

7.

How to count days. See Part III.A.3.d for information on counting days.

li. APPEAL OF DECISION OF AGENCY HEAD T(M U11K I OK S I \ I K
RECORDS COMMITTEE.
I.

Options tor appeal by requester. A requester may appeal the denial of a
request by the chief administrative officer either to the State Records
Committee or directly to the district court. See § 402(1). The proceeding
before the Records Committee is less formal and was intended particularly for
those requesters who choose not to be represented by an attorney, though a
requester who is represented by an attorney may also appeal to the Records
Committee. If a requester is not satisfied with the decision of the Records
Committee, that decision may be appealed to the district court. See § 404.
Under § 404(1 )(c) and (d), the records committee must be served as a necessary
party to a petition for judicial review.

}

Appeal b} other aggrieved persons. Any aggrieved person other than a
requester, including persons who did not participate in the governmental
entity's proceeding, may appeal the chief administrative officer's decision to
the Records Committee, but may not appeal directly to the district court. See §
402(2).

J.

Procedure on appeal. The procedures tor an appeal betore the State Records
Committee are set forth in § 403. This section specifies the time limit for filing
an appeal, required contents of the notice of appeal, time for setting a hearing,
other notice requirements, submission of written argument, intervention by
interested persons, limits on discovery, requirements regarding time limit and
content of the committee's order. The procedure for an appeal to the district
court are set forth in § 404.
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4.

De novo review. Appeals to the State Records Committee and to the district
court are to be conducted "de novo." See §§ 403(10)(c) and 404(7)(a). The
term "de novo" has more than one meaning. Univ. of Utah v. Industrial Com'n.
736 P.2d 630, (Utah 1987). In the context of GRAMA it is clear that "de novo"
means that both the Records Committee and the district court make their own
independent decisions and do not simply review the decision being appealed.
However, although these tribunals would not be bound by an agency's
determination, a well-reasoned decision may be persuasive.

5.

Agency right/responsibility to respond. In proceedings before both the
Records Committee and the district court, the agency is allowed to present
evidence and written and oral argument. See § 403(5). In the district court, the
appeal is commenced by the petitioner filing a complaint. If the agency is not
the petitioner, the agency is required to file an answer to the complaint within
20 days. Failure to do so could result in a default judgment being entered
against the agency. A governmental entity that receives a complaint should
immediately forward it to its legal counsel.

6.

In camera view. Both the Records Committee and the district court may
review the disputed records "m camera" in an appeal that is before them. See
§§ 403(9)(a) and 404(6). This means it may review the disputed records in
private.

7.

Weighing authority on appeal. Both the Records Committee and the district
court have the authority to consider various interests and public policies
pertinent to the classification and disclosure or non-disclosure of requested
records and to order disclosure of records properly classified as private,
controlled, or protected to someone that would not ordinarily be entitled to
access, if the interest favoring access outweighs the interest favoring restriction
of access. See §§ 403(1 l)(b) and 404(8)(a). The weighing authority of the
Committee and the court is more broad than the authority of the chief
administrative officer. Both the Records Committee and the court may
exercise the weighing authority in relation to private -tier 1 and controlled
records and order release of those records, authority not granted to the
chief administrative officer.

8.

Time limits are jurisdictional. If an aggrieved party, including a
governmental entity, does not appeal a decision within the time allowed by
GRAMA, the right to appeal is lost. Failure to file an appeal within the
required time limit deprives the court of subject matter jurisdiction. As the
Utah Supreme Court has noted, "It is axiomatic in this jurisdiction that failure
to timely perfect an appeal is a jurisdictional failure requiring dismissal of the
appeal." Prowswood, Inc. v. Mountain Fuel Supply Co. 676 P.2d 952, 955
(Utah 1984).

9.

How to count days. See Part III.A.3d for information about how to count
days.
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V

CLASSIFYING RECORDS

A. CATEGORIES. Records governed by GRAMA may be classitied as public,
private controlled, protected, or limited. In addition, some kinds of records and other
information are not governed by GRAMA. Each of these categories is discussed below,
and explanatory notes have been added where needed.
I

Preliminary matters - records and information not governed by GRAMA.
Some kinds of records and other information are not governed by GRAMA and
therefore need not be provided in response to a request:
§ 103(l9)(b)(i)

1 emporary drafts or similar materials prepared for the originator's personal use
or prepared by the originator for the personal use of an individual for whom he
is working.

Interpretive note: See discussion under Part V.B.3. of this Handbook
Special Classification Questions, Drafts.
§ 103(19)(b)(ii) Materials that are legally owned by an individual in his private capacity.
§ 103(19)(b)(iii) Materials to which access is limited by the laws of copyright or patent unless
the copyright or patent is owned by a governmental entity or political
subdivision.
§ 103(19)(b)(iv) Proprietary software.
§ 103(19)(b)(v) Junk mail or commercial publications received by a governmental entity or an
official or employee of a governmental entity.
§ 103(19)(b)(vi) Books and other materials that are cataloged, indexed, or inventoried and
contained in the collections of libraries open to the public, regardless of
physical form or characteristics of the material.
§ 103(19)(b)(vii)

Daily calendars and other personal notes prepared by the originator for the
originator's personal use or for the personal use of an individual for whom
he is working.

Interpretive note: This provision includes notes taken in day timers. It also
includes calendars used by a governmental entity employee, but will not
ordinarily include, for example, an executive calendar used by several members
of an office.

1.

§ 103(19)(b)(viu)

Computer programs as defined in [§ 103(4)] that are developed or
purchased by or for any governmental entity for its own use.

§ 103(19)(b)(ix)

Notes or internal memoranda prepared as part ol the deliberative process
by a member of the judiciary, an administrative law judge, a member of
the Board of Pardons, or a member of any other body charged by law with
performing a quasi-judicial function.

1'ubltt - tier 1 (Records GRAMA requires to be "public"). GRAMA specifies
certain records that are public, except to the extent that they contain
information expressly permitted to be treated confidential by another state or
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federal statute, a federal regulation, or a court rule. (See also Part V.B.I of this
Handbook). Those records are as follows:
§301(l)(a) Laws.
§ 301(l)(b) Names, gender, gross compensation, job titles, job descriptions, business addresses,
business telephone numbers, number of hours worked per pay period, dates of
employment, and relevant education, previous employment, and similar job
qualifications of the governmental entity's former and present employees and
officers excluding:
(a) undercover law enforcement personnel; and
(b) investigative personnel if disclosure could reasonably be expected to impair the
effectiveness of investigations or endanger any individual's safety.

Interpretive note: Performance evaluations are not "similar job
qualifications," but are handled separately under §302(2)(a). See also §
103(11),
§ 301(l)(c) Final opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, and orders that are
made by a governmental entity in an administrative, adjudicative, or judicial
proceeding except that if the proceeds were properly closed to the public, the
opinion and order may be withheld to the extent that they contain information that is
private, controlled, or protected.
§ 301(l)(d) Final interpretations of statutes or rules by a governmental entity unless classified as
protected as provided in Subsection 63-2-304(16), (17), and (18).

Interpretive note: The purpose of this provision is to avoid "secret law" law that citizens cannot know but are still expected to obey.
§ 301(l)(e) Information contained in or compiled from a transcript, minutes, or report of the
open portions of a meeting of a governmental entity as provided by Chapter 4, Title
52, Open and Public Meetings, including the records of all votes of each member of
the governmental entity.
§ 301(l)(f) Judicial records unless a court orders the records to be restricted under the rules of
civil or criminal procedure or unless the records are private under this chapter.
§ 301(l)(g) Records filed with or maintained by county records, clerks, treasurers, surveyors,
zoning commissions, the Division of State Lands and Forestry, the School and
Institutional Trust Lands Administration, the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, the
Division of Water Rights, or other governmental entities that give public notice of:
(i) titles or encumbrances to real property,
(ii) restrictions on the use of real property;
(iii) the capacity of persons to take or convey title to real property; or
(iv) tax status for real and personal property.
§ 301(l)(h) Records of the Department of Commerce that evidence incorporations, mergers,
name changes, and uniform commercial code filings.
§ 301(l)(i) Data on individuals that would otherwise be private under this chapter if the
individual who is the subject of the record has given the governmental entity written
permission to make the records available to the public.

Interpretative note: This provision does not apply if the record is, for
example, an enforcement record protected under §304(9).
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§ 301(l)(j) Documentation of the compensation that a governmental entity pays to a contractor
or private provider.

Interpretive note: See also § 301(2)(b), (d), and (e). In some
circumstances, a governmental entity may keep some details of a contract
confidential (see § 302(2)(b), interpretive note). Under this provision,
however, the amount of compensation is always public even if other parts
of the contract may be kept confidential Information about contract
amount would have to be segregated from protected information in the
contract.
§ 301(l)(k) Summary data.

Interpretive note: See § 103(26). This could include, for example, graphs
showing dollar amounts of social service benefits received broken out by
age groups of recipients.
§ 301(1)(1) Voter registration records, including an individual's voting history, except for those
parts of the record that are classified as private in Subsection 63-2-302(l)(h).

3.

Public - tier 2 (Records that are normally "public"). GRAMA also lists certain
records that are normally public but to which access may be restricted to the
extent that the record contains information that is private, controlled, or
protected or that is exempt from disclosure by another statute, federal
regulation, or court rule. See § 301(2). For a discussion of the interpretation of
this section, see Part V.B i of this Handbook). Those records are as follows:
§ 301(2)(a) Administrative staff manuals, instruction to staff, and statements of policy.

Interpretive note: Information that would otherwise the subject to this
provision may be withheld if it would reveal audit or enforcement
techniques and interfere with audit or enforcement efforts, if disclosed.
See § 304(9)(e). This would include, for example, information about how
to find particular kinds of violations if that information could be used by a
violator to prevent detection of the violations.
§ 301(2)(b) Records documenting a contractor's or private provider's comphaik c with the terms
of a contract with a governmental entity.

Interpretive note: Contracts will almost always be public. Occasionally,
however, the contract may include information that is private, controlled,
protected or limited. A contract with a private medical provider, for
example, may include names of patients. The names would be private
information and should withheld. A contract for a new building security
system may include information that would, if released, jeopardized that
security. That portion of the contract may be withheld as protected. See
also §301(1)0).
§ 301(2)(c) Records documenting the services provided by a contractor or a private provider to
the extent the records would be public if prepared by the governmental entity.
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Interpretive note: This includes only records provided to a governmental
entity, not necessarily all records of the contractor or private provider.
§ 301(2)(d) Contracts entered into by a governmental entity.

Interpretive note: See §301(l)(j) and the interpretive note for §301(2)(b).
§301(2)(e) Any account, voucher, or contract that deals with the receipt or expenditure of funds
by a governmental entity.

Interpretive note: See § 301(l)(j) and the interpretive note for §301(2)(b).
§ 301(2)(f) Records relating to government assistance or incentives publicly disclosed,
contracted for, or given by a governmental entity, encouraging a person to expand or
relocate a business in Utah, except as provided in Subsection 63-2-304(35).
§ 301(2)(g) Chronological logs and initial contact reports.

Interpretive note: See definitions under §103(2) and (13). See also
discussion under Part V.B.I of this Handbook, Special Classification
Questions, Public records - tier 2.
§ 301(2)(h) Correspondence by and with a governmental entity in which the governmental entity
determines or states an opinion upon the rights of the state, a political subdivision,
the public, or any person.
§ 301(2)(i) Empirical data contained in drafts if:
(i) the empirical data is not reasonably available to the requester elsewhere in
similar form; and
(ii) the governmental entity is given a reasonable opportunity to correct any error or
make non-substantive changes before release.

Interpretive note: See discussion under Part V.B.3 of this Handbook,
Special Classification Questions, Drafts.
§ 301(2)(j) Drafts that are circulated to anyone other than:
(i) a governmental entity;
(ii) a political subdivision;
(iii) a federal agency if the governmental entity and the federal agency are jointly
responsible for implementation of a program or project that has been
legislatively approved;
(iv) a government-managed corporation; or
(v) a contractor or pri vate provider.

Interpretive note: See discussion under Part V.B.3 of this Handbook,
Special Classification Questions, Drafts.
§ 301(2)(k) Drafts that have never been finalized but were relied upon by the governmental
entity in carrying out action or policy.

Interpretive note: See discussion under Part V.B.3 of this Handbook,
Special Classification Questions, Drafts.
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§ 301(2)(1) Original data in a computer program if the governmental entity chooses not to
disclose the program

Interpretive note The purpose oj this provision is to assure that the status
of a computer program as exempt from GRAMA (§103(19)(b)(iv) and
(vui)) will not affect the availability of information maintained using that
computer program That information should instead be classified as any
other government record For example, word processing documents of
final opinions are public See §301(l)(c). Database documents
containing medical information on various individual are private See
§301(l)(b)
§ 301(2)(m)

Arrest warrants after issuance, except that, for good < ause, a court may order
restricted access to arrest warrants prior to service

§ 301(2)(n) Search warrants after execution and filing of the return, except that a court, for good
cause, may order restricted access to search warrants pnor to trial
§ 301(2)(o) Records that would disclose information relating to formal charges or disciplinary
actions against a past or present governmental entity employee if
(1) The disciplinary action has been completed and all time periods for
administrative appeal have expired, and
(n) the formal charges were sustained
§ 301(2)(p) Records maintained by the Division of Sate Lands and Forestry and the Division of
Oil, Gas and Mining that evidence mineral production on government lands
§ 30l(2)(q) Final audit reports

Interpretive note See also §103(1)
§ 301(2)(r) Occupational and professional licenses
§ 301(2)(s) Business licenses
§ 301(2)(t) A notice of violation, a notice of agency action under Section 63-46b-3, or similar
records used to initiate proceedings for discipline or sanctions against persons
regulated by a governmental entity, but not including records that initiate employee
discipline
1

Private - tiei 1 (Records G R A M A requires to be "private"). G R A M A

classifies some records as pnvate. See § 302(1). (See also Part V.B 2 of this
Handbook) Those records are as follows
§ 302(1 )(a) Records concerning an individual's eligibility for unemployment insurance benefits,
social services, welfare benefits, or the determination of benefit levels
§ 302(1 )(b) Records containing data on individuals describing medical history, diagnosis,
condition, treatment, evaluation, or similar medical data
§ 302(1 )(c) Records of publicly funded hbranes that when examined alone or with other records
identify a patron
§ 302(1 )(d) Records received or generated in a Senate or House Ethics Committee concerning
any alleged violation of the rules on legislative ethics if the ethics committee
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meeting was closed to the public.
§ 302(1 )(e) records received or generated for a Senate confirmation committee concerning
character, professional competence, or physical or mental health of an individual:
(i) if prior to the meeting, the chair of the committee determines release of the
records:
(A) reasonably could be expected to interfere with the investigation
undertaken by the committee; or
(B) would create a danger of depriving a person of a right to a fair
proceeding or impartial hearing;
(ii) after the meeting, if the meeting was closed to the public.
§ 302(1 )(f) Records concerning a current or former employee of, or applicant for employment
with, a governmental entity that would disclose that individual's home address,
home telephone number, social security number, insurance coverage, marital status,
or payroll deductions.
§ 302(1 )(g) Records or parts of records under Section 63-2-302.5 that a current or former
government employee identifies as private according to the requirements of that
section.
§ 302(1 )(h) The part of a record indicating a person's social security number if provided under
Section 31A-23-202, 31A-26-202, 58-1-301, 61-1-4, or 61-2-6.
§ 302(1 )(i) The part of a voter registration record identifying a voter's driver license or
identification card number, Social Security number, or last four digits of the Social
Security number.
§302(l)(j) A record that:
(i) contains information about an individual;
(ii) is voluntarily provided by the individual; and
(iii) goes into an electronic database that:
(A) is designated by and administered under the authority of the Chief Information
Officer; and
(B) acts as a repository of information about the individual that can be electronically
retrieved and used to facilitate the individual's online interaction with a state agency.
§ 302(1 )(k) Information provided to the Commissioner of Insurance under:
(i) Subsection 31 A-23a-l 15(2)(a); or
(ii) Subsection 31A-23a-302(3).
§ 302(1 )(1) Information obtained through a criminal background check under Title 11, Chapter
40, Criminal Background Checks by Political Subdivisions Operating Water
Systems.

5.

Private - tier 2 (Records GRAMA permits to be classified as "private"). Some
records are private only if they are classified as private by a governmental
entity. See §302(2). (See also Part V.B.2 of this Handbook). Those records
are as follows:
§ 302(2)(a) Records concerning a current or former employee of, or applicant for employment
with a governmental entity, including performance evaluation and personal status
information such as race, religion, or disabilities, but not including records that are
public under Subsections 63-2-301 (l)(b) or 63-2-301 (2)(o), or private under
Subsection 63-2-302(1 )(b).
§ 302(2)(b) Records describing an individual's finances, except that the following are public:
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(i) records described in Subsection 63-2-301(1);
(ii) information provided to the governmental entity for the purpose of complying
with a financial assurance requirement; or
(iii) records that must be disclosed in accordance with another statute.
§ 302(2)(c) Records of independent state agencies if the disclosure of those records would
conflict with the fiduciary obligations of the agency.
§ 302(2)(d) Other records containing data on individuals the disclosure of which constitutes a
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

Interpretive note: This language is very similar to language in the federal
Freedom of Information Act and in several state statutes.
§ 302(2)(e) Records provided by the United States or by a government entity outside the state
that are given with the requirement that the records be managed as private records, if
the providing entity states in writing that the record would not be subject to public
disclosure if retained by it
A 1998 amendment to GRAMA created an unusual provision in GRAMA regarding medical
records. Under that amendment, medical records "in the possession of the University of Utah
Hospital, its clinics, doctors, or affiliated entities are not private records or controlled records
under Section 63-2-303 when the records are sought:
(i) in connection with any legal or administrative proceeding in which the patient's
physical, mental, or emotional condition is an element of any claim or defense; or
(ii) after a patient's death, in any legal or administrative proceeding in which any parrv
relies upon the condition as an element of the claim or defense."
Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-302(3). Furthermore, the amendment provides that medical records are
subject to production in a legal or administrative proceeding according to state or federal statutes
(e.g., the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA")) or rules of
procedure and evidence "as if the medical records were in the possession of a non-governmental
medical care provider."

6.

Controlled. Some medical records may be classified as controlled rather than
private:
§ 303

A record is controlled if:
(1) the record contains medical, psychiatric, or psyc ho logic al dala abmi! HI
individual;
(2) the governmental entity reasonably believes that:
(a) releasing the information in the record to the subject of the record would
be detrimental to the subject's mental health or to the safety of any
individual; or
(b) releasing the information would constitute a violation of normal
professional practice and medical ethics; and
(c) the governmental entity has properly classified the record.

Interpretive note: Note in particular that the two requirements of(2)(b)
are conjunctive.
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In Neel v. Holden, 886 P.2d 1097 (Utah 1994), the Utah Supreme Court held
that psychological evaluations used by the Board of Pardons were properly
classified as controlled records and that the inmate had only a limited right of
access to the psychological reports considered by the Board.
7.

Protected. GRAMA allows access to certain records to be restricted for the
public good (or, in some circumstances, to protect the interests of others) if
those records are properly classified as "protected" by a governmental entity.
Table 5-1, at the end of this Part V.A.7 is a short index to the protected
classifications categories. Records that may be classified protected are as
follows:
§ 304(1)

Trade secrets as defined in Section 13-24-2 if the person submitting the trade secret
has provided the governmental entity with the information specified in Section 63-2308.

Interpretive note: "Trade secret" is a term with a long history of case law
interpretation, including under the federal Freedom of Information Act (5
U.S.C. §552(b)(4)).
§ 304(2)

Commercial information or non-individual financial information obtained from a
person if:
(a) disclosure of the information could reasonably be expected to result in unfair
competitive injury to the person submitting the information or would impair the
ability of the governmental entity to obtain necessary information in the future;
(b) the person submitting the information has a greater interest in prohibiting
access than the public in obtaining access; and
(c) the person submitting the information has provided the governmental entity
with the information specified in Section 63-2-308.

Interpretive note: This is similar to the language used by courts
interpreting the federal Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. §5 52(b)(4)).
§ 304(3)

Commercial or financial information acquired or prepared by a governmental entity
to the extent that disclosure would lead to financial speculations in currencies,
securities, or commodities that will interfere with a planned transaction by the
governmental entity or cause substantial financial injury to the governmental entity
or state economy.

§ 304(4)

Records the disclosure of which could cause commercial injury to, or confer a
competitive advantage upon a potential or actual competitor of, a commercial project
entity as defined in Subsection 11-13-3(3).

§ 304(5)

Test questions and answers to be used in future license, certification, registration,
employment, or academic examinations.
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§ 304(6)

Records the disclosure of which would impair governmental procurement
proceedings or give an unfair advantage to any person proposing to enter into a
contract or agreement with a governmental entity, except that this subsection does
not restrict the right of a person to see bids submitted to or by a governmental entity
after bidding has closed.

§ 304(7)

Records that would identify real property or the appraisal or estimated value of real
property, including intellectual property, under consideration for public acquisition
before any rights to the property are acquire unless:
(a) public interest in obtaining access to the information outweighs the
governmental entity's need to acquire the property on the best terms possible;
(b) the information has already been disclosed to persons not employed by or under
a duty of confidentiality to the entity;
(c) in the case of records that would identify property, potential sellers of the
described property have already learned of the governmental entity's plans to
acquire the property; or
(d) in the case of records that would identify the appraisal or estimated value of
property, the potential sellers have already learned of the governmental entity's
estimated value of the property.

§ 304(8)

Records prepared in contemplation of sale, exchange, lease, rental, or other
compensated transaction of real or personal property including intellectual property,
which, if disclosed prior to completion of the transaction, would reveal the appraisal
or estimated value of the subject property, unless:
(a) the public interest in access outweighs the interests in restricting access,
including the governmental entity's interest in maximizing the financial benefit
of the transaction; or
(b) when prepared by or on behalf of a governmental entity, appraisal or estimates
of the value of the subject property have already been disclosed to persons not
employed by or under a duty of confidentiality to the entity.

§ 304(9)

Records created or maintained for civil, criminal, or administrative enforcement
purposes or audit purposes, or for discipline, licensing, certification, or registration
purposes, if the release of the records:
(a) reasonably could be expected to interfere with investigations undertaken for
enforcement, discipline, licensing, certification, or registration purposes;
(b) reasonably could be expected to interfere with audits, disciplinary, or
enforcement proceedings;
(c) would create a danger of depriving a person of a right to a fair trial or impartial
hearing;
(d) reasonably could be expected to disclose the identity of a source who is not
generally known outside of government and, in the case of a record compiled in
the course of an investigation, disclose information furnished by a source not
generally known outside of government if disclosure would compromise the
source; or
(e) reasonably could be expected to disclose investigative or audit techniques,
procedures, policies, or orders not generally known outside of government if
disclosure would interfere with enforcement or audit efforts.

Interpretive note: See also § 304(8). Many of these provision are similar
to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C § 552(b)(7)).
§ 304(10)

Records the disclosure of which would jeopardize the life or safety of an individual.
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§ 304( 11)

Records the disclosure of which would jeopardize the security of governmental
property, governmental programs, or governmental record-keeping systems from
damage, theft, or other appropriation or use contrary to law or public policy.

Interpretive note: The public policy behind protection of a "government
program " should be careful scrutinized since this term is somewhat vague.
An example of a record that is deserving of protection under this provision
is a list of questions that a detainee is asked to determine whether he/she
is likely to jump bail It is not a sufficient jeopardy to a program that
release of the information would decrease public support for the program.
§ 304(12)

Records that, if disclosed, would jeopardize the security or safety of a correctional
facility, or records relating to incarceration, treatment, probation, or parole, that
would interfere with the control and supervision of an offender's incarceration,
treatment, probation, or parole.

§ 304( 13)

Records that, if disclosed, would reveal recommendations made to the Board of
Pardons by an employee of or contractor for the Department of Corrections, the
Board of Pardons, or the Department of Human Services that are based on the
employee's or contractor's supervision, diagnosis, or treatment of any person within
the board's jurisdiction.

§ 304(14)

Records and audit workpapers that identify audit, collection, and operational
procedures and methods used by the Utah State Tax Commission, if disclosure
would interfere with audits or collections.

Interpretive note: See also § 103(1).
§ 304(15)

Records of a governmental audit agency relating to an ongoing or planned audit until
the final audit is released.

Interpretive note: See also § 103(1).
§ 304(16)

Records prepared by or on behalf of a governmental entity solely in anticipation of
litigation that are not available under the rules of discovery.

§ 304(17)

Records disclosing an attorney's work product, including the mental impressions or
legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a governmental entity
concerning litigation.

§ 304(18)

Records of communications between a governmental entity and an attorney
representing, retained, or employed by the governmental entity if the
communications would be privileged as provided in Section 78-24-8.

§ 304(19)

Personal files of a legislator, including personal correspondence to or from a
member of the Legislature, but not correspondence that gives notice of legislative
action or policy.

§ 304(20)

Records in the custody or control of the Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel, that, if disclosed, would reveal a particular legislator's contemplated
legislation or contemplated course of action before the legislator has elected to
support the legislation or course of action, or made the legislation or course of action
public; and notwithstanding Subsection (20)(a), the form to request legislation
submitted to the Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel is a public
document unless a legislator asks that the records requesting the legislation be
maintained as protected records until such time as the legislator elects to make the
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legislation or course of action public;
§ 304(21)

Research requests from legislators to the Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel or the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst and research findings
prepared in response to these requests.

§ 304(22)

Drafts, unless otherwise classified as public.

Interpretive note: See discussion under Part V.B.3 of this Handbook,
Special Classification Questions, Drafts,
§ 304(23)

Records concerning a governmental entity's strategy about collective bargaining or
pending litigation.

§ 304(24)

Records of investigations of loss occurrences and analyses of loss occurrences that
may be covered by the Risk Management Fund, the Employers' Reinsurance Fund,
the Uninsured Employers' Fund, or similar divisions in other governmental entities.

§ 304(25)

Records, other than personnel evaluations, that contain a personal recommendation
concerning an individual if disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy, or disclosure is not in the public interest.

Interpretive note: This provision is placed in the "protected" category
rather that in the "private " category because it is not appropriate for the
subject of the recommendation to have access to the record as he/she may
have had ifhe/she, and not the writer, was found to be the subject of the
record.
§ 304(26)

Records that reveal the location of historic, prehistoric, paleontological, or biological
resources that if known would jeopardize the security of those resources or of
valuable historic, scientific, educational, or cultural information.

§ 304(27)

Records of independent state agencies if the disclosure of the records would conflict
with the fiduciary obligations of the agency.

§ 304(28)

Records of a public institution of higher education regarding tenure evaluations,
appointments, applications for admissions, retention decisions, and promotions,
which could be properly discussed in a meeting closed in accordance with Chapter 4,
Title 52, Open and Public Meetings, provided that records reelecting final decisions
about tenure, appointments, retention, promotions, or those students admitted, may
not be classified as protected under this section.

§ 304(29)

Records of the governor's office, including, but not limited to, budget
recommendations, legislative proposals, and policy statements, that if disclosed
would reveal the governor's contemplated policies or contemplated courses of action
before the governor has implemented or rejected those policies or courses of action
or made them public.

§ 304(30)

Records of the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst relating to budget analysis,
revenue estimates, and fiscal notes of proposed legislation before issuance of the
final recommendations in these areas.
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§ 304(31)

Records provided by the United States or by a government entity outside the state
that are given to the governmental entity with a requirement that they be managed as
protected records if they providing entity certifies that the record would not be
subject to public disclosure if retained by it.

§ 304(32)

Transcripts, minutes, or reports of the closed portion of a meeting of a public body
except as provided in Section 52-4-7 of the Open and Public Meetings Act.

§ 304(33)

Records that would reveal the contents of settlement negotiations but not including
final settlements or empirical data to the extent that they are not otherwise exempt
from disclosure.

§ 304(34)

Memoranda prepared by staff and used in the decision-making process by an
administrative law judge, a member of the Board of Pardons, or a member of any
other body charged by law with performing a quasi-judicial function.

§ 304(35)

Records that would reveal negotiations regarding assistance or incentives offered by
or requested from a governmental entity for the purpose of encouraging a person to
expand or locate a business in Utah, but only if disclosure would result in actual
economic harm to the person or place the governmental entity at a competitive
disadvantage, but this section may not be used to restrict access to a record
evidencing a final contract

§ 304(36)

Materials to which access must be limited for purposes of securing or maintaining
the governmental entity s proprietary protection of intellectual property rights
including patents, copyrights, and trade secrets.

§ 304(37)

The name of a donor or a prospective donor to a governmental entity, including a
public institution of higher education, and other information concerning the donation
that could reasonably be expected to reveal the identity of the donor, provided that:
(a) the donor request anonymity in writing;
(b) any terms, conditions, restrictions, or privileges relating to the donation may
not be classified protected by the governmental entity under this subsection;
(c) except for public institutions of higher education, the governmental unit to
which the donation is made is primarily engaged in educational, charitable, or
artistic endeavors, and has no regulatory or legislative authority over the donor,
a member of his immediate family, or any entity owned or controlled by the
donor or his immediate family.

§ 304(38)

Accident reports, except as provided in Sections 41-6-40, 41-12a-202, and 73-18-13.

§ 304(39)

Notification of workers' compensation insurance coverage described in Section
34A-2-205.

§ 304(40)

The following records of a public institution of education, which have been
developed, discovered, or received by or on behalf of faculty, staff, employees, or
students of the institution: unpublished lecture notes, unpublished research notes and
data, unpublished manuscripts, creative works in process, scholarly correspondence,
and confidential information contained in research proposal. Nothing in this
subsection shall be construed to affect the ownership of a record.
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|

TABLE 5-1: INDEX OF PROTECTED CATEGORIES
Private Business Interests
• Trade Secrets - § 304(1)
• Commercial and non-individual financial
information - § 304(2)
• General records with potential to damage
commercial project entity - § 304(4)

Government Business/Economic Interests
• Information that might lead to financial
speculations or interfere with planned
transaction - § 304(3)
• Procurement - § 304(5)
• Acquisition of property - § 304(6)
• Disposition of property - § 304(7)
• Intellectual property rights - § 304(36)
• Donors - § 304(37)
• Incentives for business expansion - §
304(35)

||

II
I
|

|

Government Operations
11
Government Negotiation and Legal Interests
• Test questions - § 304(5)
|
• Records prepared in anticipation of
• Enforcement/Audit - § 304(9)
1
litigation -§ 304(16)
• Attorney work product - § 304(17)
• Discipline/Licensing/Certification, etc. - §
304(9)
• Private communications with attorney - §
|
• Procedures and methods of Tax
304(18)
Commission - § 304(14)
II
| • Collective bargaining or litigation strategy §304(24)
• Ongoing or planned audits - § 304(15)
• Investigation & analysis of loss occurrences • Drafts - § 304(22)
-§304(24)
• Certain personal recommendations
11
• Settlement negotiations - § 304(33)
i regarding individuals - § 304(25)
• Closed portion of meeting - § 304(32)
II
Safetv/Security/Corrections Interests
• Safety of Individual - § 304(10)
• Security of Government property &
programs - § 304(11)
• Correctional facility - § 304(12)
• Control & supervision of offenders - §
304(12)
• Recommendation to Board of Pardons - §
304(13)
• Location of historic or biological resources §304(26)
• Accident reports - § 304(38)
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Records of Particular Government Entities
• Governor's Office - § 304(29)
• Legislature
II
Personal files of Legislators-§ 304(19)
• Unnumbered bill requests - § 304(20)
• Research requests from Legislators - §
304(21)
• Legislative Fiscal Analyst - § 304(30)
• Education (lecture notes, etc.) - § 304(40)
• Higher Education (tenure, etc.) - § 304(40)
• Independent State Agencies - § 304(27)
• Tax Commission - § 304(14)
• Quasi-judicial function - § 304(34)
• Records provided by governmental entities
outside the state - § 304(31)
• Notification of workers'compensation
1 insurance coverage - § 304(39)

8.

Limited. GRAMA recognizes that other law may address access to
government records and specifies that:
§ 201(3)

The following records are not public:
(b) records to which access is restricted pursuant to court rule, another state statute,
federal statute, or federal regulation, including records for which access is
governed or restricted as a condition of participation in a state or federal
program or for receiving state or federal funds.

GRAMA further provides that:
§ 201(6)

(a) The disclosure of records to which access is governed or limited pursuant to
court rule, another state statute, federal statute, or federal regulation, including
records for which access is governed or limited as a condition of participation
in a state or federal program or for receiving state or federal funds, is governed
by the specific provisions of that statute, rule, or regulation.
(b) This chapter applies to records described in Subsection (a) insofar as this
chapter is not inconsistent with the statute, rule, or regulation.

Interpretive note: Denial requirements and other procedural requirements will
ordinarily apply for records subject to these provisions. Following are some
examples of records that apply:

•

•

Under Utah Code §§ 53-3-420 and 53-3-109, a driving record may
be disclosed under certain circumstances. This information may
have been considered private under §302(d) in the absence of this
provision.
Under Utah Code § 53B-16-301, et seq., certain sponsored research
information held by public institutions of higher education is exempt
from disclosure and from other specified provisions of GRAMA.
These records are labeled "restricted" under this statute.
Under Utah Code § 19-1-306(5), records provided by the US.
Environmental Protection Agency to the Department of
Environmental Quality may be kept confidential under some
circumstances.

B. SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION QUESTIONS.
1.

Public records - tier 2.
Section 301(2), or tier 2 of the section in GRAMA specifying certain records
that are public, raises an interesting question of GRAMA interpretation. Since
the overall access standard in GRAMA is that records are public unless
specifically exempted from disclosure by law, one could wonder why a certain
small number of records are specifically identified in tier 2 as just that- records
that are public unless exempted by law. The tier 2 records were added by the
drafters of the statute as a compromise between those who felt no listing of
specific public records was necessary and those who felt that some listing of
records that are usually public was important to give guidance to GRAMA
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users.
The resulting provision should be recognized as a helpful, but by no means
exhaustive listing of public government records. And even though a record is
listed in tier 2 of Section 301, a person classifying such a record should be
aware that the record might contain private, controlled, or protected information
notwithstanding its listing, and therefore be deserving of a classification other
than public.
2.

Private records - tier 1 and tier 2.
GRAMA establishes two tiers of private records. The most personal records
are listed in § 302(1) - "tier 1" - which a governmental entity simply does not
have authority to disclose. See §§ 201(5) and 302(1). Tier 1 records include
medical and psychiatric records, records relating to eligibility for social
services, and employees' home addresses and payroll deductions.
Other private records that may, in unusual situations, be disclosed by a
governmental entity are found in § 302(2) - "tier 2." These records may be
released if the privacy interests are outweighed by the public's interest in
disclosure, a determination that must be made at a high level within the agency.
See §§201(5) and 302(2).
It should also be recognized that, in some circumstances, any private record
may be released to the public. See § 202(9).

3.

Drafts. Provisions relating to drafts are found at many places in GRAMA.
The first is found at § 103(19)(b)(i):
[As used in this chapter, "record" does not mean] temporary drafts or similar materials
prepared for the originator's personal use or prepared by the originator for the personal use
of an individual for whom he is working.

Because these records are exempted from GRAMA, they need not be provided
to a requester.
Another exemption from disclosure is found in § 304:
[The following records are protected if properly classified by a governmental entity:]
§ 304(22) Drafts, unless otherwise classified as public.

This exemption recognizes the value of a closed deliberative process at initial
stages. Deliberative process exemptions are frequently recognized in records
access statutes because of the fear, in the absence of such an exemption, of
chilling communications within an agency and therefore discouraging
thoughtful and creative decision-making. There is no statutory definition of
draft, so reliance on common usage of the word is appropriate.
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Drafts are exempt from disclosure "unless otherwise classified as public." That
reference is to three provisions found in § 301:
[The following records are normally public, but to the extent that a record is expressly
exempt from disclosure, access may be restricted under §§ 63-2-201(3)(b), 63-2-302, 63-2303, or 63-2-304:]
§ 301 (2)(i)

Empirical data contained in drafts if:
(i) the empirical data is not reasonably available to the requester
elsewhere in similar form; and
(ii) the governmental entity is given a reasonable opportunity to correct
any errors or make non-substantive changes before release.

§ 301(2)(j)

Drafts that are circulated to anyone other than;
(i) a governmental entity;
(ii) a political subdivision;
(iii) a federal agency if the governmental entity and the federal agency are
jointly responsible for implementation of a program or project that
has been legislatively approved;
(iv) a government-managed corporation; or
(v) a contractor or private provider.

§ 301(2)(k)

Drafts that have never been finalized but were relied upon by the
governmental entity in carrying out action or policy.

The purpose of all of these provisions is to narrow the "draft" exemption (§
304(22)) so that it only applies to legitimate deliberative process records.
•
The provision regarding empirical data is included because ideas, and
not factual information, are deliberative.
•
The provision regarding circulation of drafts is included to assure that
an agency will not provide information to some citizens while
withholding it from others.
•
The provision about drafts that have not been finalized was included
so that a governmental entity may not avoid public disclosure of a
document that it is using as though it were final simply by failing to
produce a final version.
Drafts that are described in §§ 301(2)(i) through (k) need not always be
classified public. If a draft is about the amount of medication that a patient has
been taking, for example, that information is clearly private under §302(b) even
though it is "empirical data." Private information and other information that is
exempt from disclosure (under provisions other than § 304(22) do not lose that
status simply because they are in a draft that is subject to § 301(2)(i) through
(k). In interpreting § 301(2)(i) through (k), it may be helpful to consider the
draft as though it were final in order to determine what the status of the record
should be.
C. CLASSIFICATION AND DESIGNATION PROCEDURES
1.

Some records are classified by GRAMA. The records listed in § 301(1) are
classified as public by the statute. The records listed in § 302(1) are classified
as private by the statute. No other action is necessary regarding the
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classification of those records, however the classification should be reported to
State Archives.
When to classify other records. A governmental entity may classify a
particular record, record series, or information within a record at any time, but
it is not required to classify a particular record, record series, or information
until access to the record is requested. See § 306(2). Because GRAMA
requires adherence to strict timetables once a request has been made,
governmental entities would be well advised to classify in advance records for
which they expect to receive requests.
WARNING! Governmental entities have a responsibility to protect the confidentiality
of private, controlled, and protected records. To assist governmental entities in
performing that responsibility, GRAMA provides penalties for employees who
intentionally disclose such records to unauthorized persons. If a record that should be
classified as private, controlled, or protected is not classified as either private,
controlled, or protected, the penalties do not apply. It is therefore advisable to classify
private, controlled, or protected records at the earliest possible opportunity so the
penalties will apply and encourage compliance.

3.

How to classify a record. Classification consists of no more than making a
determination about a record. Classification decisions should be noted in a log
or other roll that is then forwarded to Archives. Governmental entities should
be aware that Archives may make additional rules that govern this process.
In classifying records, it may be helpful to review the governmental entity's
record "designations" - a list of record series and likely classifications for those
series. Note that a document that may be classified private - tier 2, controlled,
or protected may not always need to be so classified, but that decisions should
ordinarily be made at a policy-making level within the agency.

4.

Reclassification. A governmental entity may redesignate a record series or
reclassify a record or record series, or information within a record at any time.
See § 306(3).

5.

Records that fit more than one classification. If more than one provision of
GRAMA could govern the classification of a record, the governmental entity is
required to classify the record by considering the nature of the interests
intended to be protected and the specificity of the competing provisions. See §
305(1). For example, records that may be classified "controlled" also fit within
the private classification of § 302(l)(b), as medical records. In that case, the
interests outlined in § 303 are more compelling than the interests in classifying
the record private. Section 303 is also a more specific provision. It is likely
that where there are competing provisions, the more restrictive classification
will usually govern.
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6.

Designation of records. Each governmental entity is required to evaluate all
record series that it uses or creates and to designate the classification that the
records in the series would be given, if classified. The governmental entity is
required to report the designation to the state archives. See §§ 103(7) and
306(1). See also § 103(3) to compare designation with classification. The
purposes of this procedure are to give record users some idea of what kinds and
classifications of records a governmental entity has and to promote appropriate
record management. Designation is not intended to be the kind of rigorous
determination that classification should be.

VI. BUSINESS CONFIDENTIALITY CLAIMS
A. WHAT IS A CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS RECORD UNDER GRAMA?
Business confidential records are those that are subject to § 304(1) or (2):
(1)

trade secrets are defined in Section 13-24-2 if the person submitting the trade secrets has
provided the governmental entity with the information specified in Section 63-2-308;

(2)

commercial information or non-individual financial information obtained from a person if:
(a) disclosure of the information could reasonably be expected to result in unfair competitive
injury to the person submitting the information or would impair the ability of the
governmental entity to obtain necessary information in the future;
(b) the person submitting the information has a greater interest in prohibiting access than the
public in obtaining access; and
(c) the person submitting the information has provided the governmental entity with the
information specified in Section 63-2-308;

See also § 308, and the interpretive notes in Part V.A.7 of this Handbook regarding §
304(1) and (2).
B. HOW TO MAKE A CLAIM OF BUSINESS CONFIDENTIALITY. An
individual providing a record to a governmental entity and wishing to claim business
confidentiality must provide a written claim of business confidentiality and a concise
statement of reasons supporting the claim. See § 308.
C

NOTICE TO THE BUSINESS CONFIDENTIALITY CLAIMANT. In the event
that an agency classifies a record with a business confidentiality claim as a public
record, or if the agency determines the record should be released pursuant to its
balancing authority, the business confidentiality claimant shall be notified. See §
308(l)(b).

D. NO RELEASE OF RECORDS SUBJECT TO A BUSINESS
CONFIDENTIALITY CLAIM PENDING APPEAL. Records with a claim of
business confidentiality shall not be disclosed pending appeal of a decision to release
the record. See § 308(2).
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VII. RECORD SHARING BETWEEN OR AMONG
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES
Private, controlled or protected records may not be disclosed to another governmental
entity, political subdivision, government-managed corporation, the federal government or
another state, except as provided in Section 206. See § 201(5)(a). However, certain
records - private (tier 2) and protected records - may also be disclosed using the
balancing authority pursuant to § 201(5)(b).
Section 206 allows in some cases, and mandates in others, the sharing of restricted
documents, Le^ private, controlled or protected records.
A. WHO IS A GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY?
"Governmental entity" is defined in § 103(10). It includes executive department
agencies of the state, the offices of the governor, lieutenant governor, state auditor,
attorney general, and state treasurer, the Board of Pardons, the Board of Examiners,
the National Guard, the Career Service Review Board, the State Board of Education,
the State Board of Regents, the State Archives, the Office of the Legislative Fiscal
Analyst, Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel, the Legislature,
legislative committees, courts, the Judicial Council, the office of the Court
Administrator, state funded institutions of higher education and public education,
and any political subdivision of the state. See § 103(10)(a). It also includes every
office, agency, board, bureau, committee, department, advisory board, or
commission of the above entities funded by the government. See § 103(10)(b).
If a government office consists of more than one of the units described above, it
may, by rule, specify which units may share records. See Part IX.B.6 of this
Handbook.
B. MANDATORY SHARING.
A governmental entity shall provide a private, controlled or protected record to
another governmental entity or political subdivision, government-managed
corporation, the federal government or another state if the requesting entity is
entitled by law to the record, or is required as a condition of the receipt of state or
federal funds to inspect such record. See § 206(4).
C. PERMISSIVE SHARING.
1.

Determine what type of entity the requesting agency is.
A governmental entity may provide a private, controlled or protected record to
another governmental entity or political subdivision, government-managed
corporation, the federal government or another state if the requesting entity is
of the following type:
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•
•
•
•

Serves as a repository or archives for purposes of historical
preservation, administrative maintenance, or destruction;
Enforces, litigates, or investigates civil, criminal, or administrative
law, and the record is necessary to a proceeding or investigation;
Is authorized by state statute to conduct an audit and the record is
needed for that purpose; or
Is one that collects information for presentence, probationary, or
parole purposes.

See § 206(1).
2.

Determine the reasons for which the requested record will be used.
Even if the requesting entity is not of the type named in § 206(1), a
governmental entity may still share private or controlled records with another
governmental entity or political subdivision, government-managed corporation,
the federal government or another state if the requesting entity assures it of the
following:
•
The record is necessary to the performance of its duties;
The record will be used for a purpose similar to that for which the
record was collected (remember that under § 601, each governmental
entity will have filed with the state archivist a statement explaining
the purposes for which a record series designated private or
controlled and used by the entity); mid
•
The use of the record produces a public benefit that outweighs any
individual privacy right.
See § 206(2). A protected record that contains trade secrets or commercial
information as defined in §§ 304(1) and (2) may be shared without the
assurance that the use of the record produces a public benefit that outweighs
any individual privacy right. See § 206(3).

3.

Determine the type of record requested.
If the record is one that evidences or relates to a violation of law, it may be
shared with a government prosecutor, peace officer, or auditor. See § 206(10).
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D. FORBIDDEN SHARING.
Certain records may not be shared at all under § 206. Those records are:

•

•

Records held by the Utah State Tax Commission that pertain to any person
and that are gathered pursuant to Title 59, Revenue and Taxation;
Records held by the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining that pertain to
any person and that are gathered under the authonty of Chapter 6, Title 40,
Board and Division of Oil, Gas and Mining; and
Records of publicly funded libraries and described in Subsection 63-2302(l)(c).

See § 206(9).
E. PREREQUISITES FOR SHARING
Even if the record is one that may be shared, or must be shared, the onginating entity
must inform the requesting entity of the record's classification and accompanying
restrictions on access prior to disclosing the record. See § 206(5). If the requesting
entity is not a governmental entity, there is the additional prerequisite that the
originating entity obtain the requesting entity's written agreement that it will abide
by restrictions on access. See § 206(5).
F. RESTRICTIONS ON SHARED RECORDS.
It is important to note that the same restrictions on disclosure of a record apply to the
requesting entity as apply to the originating entity. See § 206(7).
G. RECORDS SHARING AND PROSECUTOR'S DUTY TO PROVIDE
INFORMATION TO DEFENSE.
In State v Spry, 21 P.3d 675 (Utah Ct. App. 2001), the defendant in a criminal
prosecution requested an internal affairs hearmg record pursuant to Rule 16(a)(1) of
the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure. The State refused on the grounds that the
prosecutor, the prosecutor's staff and investigating officers did not have possession
of and lacked knowledge of the evidence in the hearing record. The defendant
argued that the prosecutor did have access to the record through Utah Code § 63-2206. The Court of Appeals rejected the argument, asserting that "requiring the State
to disclose to the defense all information to which it has 'access' under GRAMA
'would place a herculean burden on the prosecutor to search through the records of
every state agency' looking for relevant written or recorded statements on behalf of
the defendant simply because the state has access to the records under GRAMA."
Id at 677-78.
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VIII. PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION OF GRAMA
A. CRIMINAL PENALTIES UNDER GRAMA. In order to be found guilty of a
criminal penalty under GRAMA, the conduct at issue must have been both knowing
and intentional. The following are class B misdemeanors under GRAMA:
•
•
•

Intentionally disclosing or providing a copy of a private, controlled or
protected record knowing that disclosure is prohibited (§ 801(1));
Gaining access to a private, controlled, or protected record by false
pretenses, bribery or theft (§ 801(2)); and,
Intentionally refusing to release a record the disclosure of which the
employee knows to required (§ 801 (3)).

B. DEFENSES TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES. The following are defenses available
to those charged with criminal penalties for intentional disclosure under § 801(1).
1.

Whistleblower defense. The actor released information in the reasonable
belief that such information was necessary to expose:
•
•
•

A violation of law involving government corruption;
Abuse of office; or
Misappropriation of public funds or property.

See § 801(l)(b).
2.

Improper classification. The actor released information that could have
lawfully been released had the information been properly classified. See §
801(l)(c).

C. DISCIPLINARY ACTION. A governmental entity or political subdivision may
take disciplinary action, including suspension or discharge, against any employee
who intentionally violates GRAMA. See § 804.
D. ATTORNEY FEES. If a requester appeals a denial to the district court and
substantially prevails, the court may require the governmental entity to pay the
requester's attorney fees incurred in the court appeal. The likelihood of an award of
attorney fees is increased if the agency had no reasonable basis for its actions. See §
802. Attorney fees may not be awarded for administrative hearings.
E. OTHER CRIMINAL PENALTIES. If there is a law other than GRAMA that
authorizes or required the keeping of a particular record, that law might also provide
penalties for violation. Additionally, the Utah Code lists the following relevant
offenses and penalties:
•
•

Stealing, destroying, or mutilating public records by a custodian is a 3rd
degree felony; (Utah Code § 76-8-412)
Stealing, destroying, or mutilating a public record by a non-custodian is a
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class A misdemeanor; (Utah Code § 76-8-413)
Recording false or forged instruments is a 3rd degree felony; (Utah Code §
76-8-414)
Falsification or false alteration of a government record is a class B
misdemeanor; (Utah Code § 76-8-511) and
Fraudulent alteration of a proposed or enrolled legislative bill is a 3rd
degree felony. (Utah Code §§ 76-8-107 and -108)

IX. GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY'S RULES AND FEES
A. WHERE TO FILE REQUESTS. Section § 204(2) permits rules specifying where
and to whom requests for access to records shall be directed. It is recommended that
each governmental entity enact such a rule. The rule can protect the entity from
having to respond within time limits set by GRAMA to requests that get lost in the
system or are submitted to the wrong place.
B. DESIGNATION OF AUTHORIZED OFFICERS AND OTHER GRAMA
RESPONSIBILITIES. Section 904(2) allows rules specifying what level within
the agency the requirements of GRAMA will be undertaken. Examples are as
follows:
1.

Weighing authority. See § 201(5)(b) allows an agency head or his/her
designee to weigh privacy interest against access interests and to allow more
liberal access to certain private or protected records if the interests favoring
access outweigh the interests favoring restriction of access. (That weighing
authority is particularly relevant to business confidentiality claims under §
308). If someone other than the agency head is designated to exercise the
weighing authority, it is recommended that the designee be at the highest
possible level within the agency's structure.

2.

Authority to decide appeals. If a requester is dissatisfied with the agency's
initial decision regarding access, GRAMA allows an appeal to the agency head
or the agency head's designee. If someone other than the agency head will
routinely decide those appeals, a rule specifying that would seem helpful. See
§401.

3.

Authority to waive fees. Section § 203(4) allows the agency to waive fees. A
rule could specify at what level the authorization to waive fees could be given.

4.

Authority to grant research requests. See § 202(8) allows the disclosure of
private or controlled records for research purposes if certain conditions are met,
A rule could specify who is authorized to grant those requests.

5.

Authority regarding intellectual property rights. See § 201(10) allows an
agency to make decisions regarding duplication and distribution of materials for
which the agency owns the intellectual property rights. A rule could specify
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who is authorized to make those decisions.
6.

What is a governmental entity for purposes of record sharing? GRAMA
prohibits record sharing between governmental entities in some circumstances,
unless specified conditions are met, but does not regulate record sharing within
a governmental entity. A rule could specify what is considered to be a
"governmental entity" for record-sharing purposes.

C. DESIGNATION OF "REQUEST FOR AMENDMENT" APPEALS AS
FORMAL OR INFORMAL. Section 603 allows an individual to contest the
accuracy or completeness of records concerning him/her. The appeal is governed by
the Utah Administrative Procedures Act (UAPA) which allows the government
office to designate, by rule, whether the matter will be conducted formally or
informally. If a government office makes no designation, UAPA provides that the
matter will be conducted formally. Therefore, if an agency desires to handle such
matters informally, the government office must have a rule that so specifies. (If the
consequences of formal vs. informal designation are not understood, the assistant
attorney general that represents the agency may be consulted).
D, ESTABLISHMENT OF FEES. Section § 203 allows the agency to charge a
reasonable fee to cover the agency's actual cost of duplicating a record or compiling
it in a form other than that maintained by the agency. If an agency intends to charge
any fees, the agency must adopt a fee schedule as provided in § 203(3). "Actual
costs" included the cost of staff time for: "summarizing, compiling, or tailoring the
record," "search, retrieval, and other direct administrative costs," and "the costs
associated with formatting or interfacing the information for particular users." See §
203(2). The State Division of Finance adopted the following policy regarding
GRAMA fees in 1994:
1. Departments are not required to charge a fee for services rendered in
connection with providing information to individuals or organizations. If a
department sets a fee or rate to charge for services, the department may choose
to assess or waive the fee at any time.
2. Departments are allowed (not necessarily encouraged) to charge a fee to
cover the cost of duplicating a record or to cover the cost of compiling a record
in a form other than that maintained by the Department. The cost for time
spent in trying to locate a record may also be included in the amount charged.
All fees received shall be retained by a department as dedicated credits.
3. If charged, the amount of the fee may be set to recover all "direct costs."
Direct costs are generally defined as the costs that are traceable to the specific
service being provided. Direct costs include the salary and benefit costs of the
person locating and copying the records, the cost of copier paper, a per copy
prorated cost of using the copier, etc.
4. Indirect costs (department overhead costs) may also be recovered through
the fee charged. However, including department indirect costs should occur
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only if filling records requests has a significant impact on the operation of the
agency. Central State overhead costs may not be recovered through the fee.
5. Fees may be charged now but are subject to the provisions of Utah Code
Title 63, Chapter 38a (User Fees). This legislation requires all estimates of
"dedicated credits" to be included in the budget request for each fiscal year. If
the estimates are not included, then all revenues collected under this policy will
be deposited in the General Fund as free revenue
6. Fees may not be charged for "reviewing a record to determine whether it
is subject to disclosure or inspecting a record." This means that agencies may
not charge any fees for time spent trying to locate a record when the patron
wants to only examine the record.
7. If the total amount due from an individual or organization exceeds or is
expected to exceed $50, a department may require an advance payment for the
amount expected to be paid.
In Graham v Davis County Solid Waste Mgmt and Energy Recovery Special Serv Dist,
979 P.2d 363 (Utah App. 1999), the requester brought a complaint alleging that a county
special service district violated GRAMA by requiring the requester to pay $280 for staff
time to compile the requested documents The Court of Appeals held that such fees may
be justified in light of the burden placed on public agencies m producing documents, but
the individual agency bears the burden of proving that these fees are reasonable. Two
factors of reasonableness are: (1) whether the request is for a document to be produced in
a form not normally used by the agency; or (2) whether the request is for documents that
must be extracted from a larger document source.

X, MISCELLANEOUS
A. AGENCY COLLECTION AND USE OF INFORMATION
1.

Statement of purpose of collection. Each governmental entity is required to
file a statement with the state archivist explaining the purpose for which record
series designated as private or controlled are collected and used by that
governmental entity See § 601(1).

2,

Limitation on use. A governmental entity may not use private or controlled
records for purposes other than those given in that statement or for purposes
other than those for which another governmental entity could use the record
under §206 See § 601(3)

B. COURT ORDERS REGARDING ACCESS
A governmental entity must disclose a record pursuant to the terms of a court order
signed by a judge from a court of competent jurisdiction, provided that
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•
•
•

•

•

The record deals with a matter in controversy over which the court has
jurisdiction;
The court has considered the merits of the request for access to the record;
The court has considered and, where appropriate, limited the requester's
use and further disclosure of the record in order to protect privacy interests
in the case of private or controlled records, business confidentiality
interests in the case of records protected under §§ 304(1) & (2), and
privacy interests or the public interests in the case of other protected
records;
To the extent the record is properly classified private, controlled, or
protected, the interests favoring access, considering limitations thereon,
outweigh the interests favoring restriction of access; and
Where access is restricted by a rule, regulation, or statute other than
GRAMA the court has authonty independent of GRAMA to order
disclosure. See § 202(7)

If a government office received a court order and is not certain whether it complies
with these conditions, the office should contact the agency's legal counsel.
C. CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS. Governmental entities should be careful
about entering into a confidentiality agreement A governmental entity cannot
override GRAMA and prevent disclosure merely by promising confidentiality.
However, there is nothing to prevent a governmental entity from making and
advance determination about a record's entitlement to confidential treatment and
entenng into an agreement on that basis. While a promise of confidentiality would
not be binding on a court or the State Records Committee, a promise may evidence
the submitter's expectation of confidentiality which, if legitimate, is a factor that
those tribunals will consider in determining whether a release would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. A governmental entity entenng into a
confidentiality agreement would be well advised to make it clear that any promises
are subject to the requirements of GRAMA, e.g., the authonty of a court or the State
Records Committee to overrule the rights of a requester to challenge the
governmental entity's determination
There is a special provision that applies to records subject to agreements executed
before April 1, 1992. For those records the law in effect at the time the agreement
was executed governs access to the record, unless all parties to the confidentiality
agreement agree in writing to be governed by GRAMA. See § 105.
D. CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT OF RECORDS FOR WHICH NO
EXEMPTION APPLIES. A court may, on appeal or in a declaratory or other
action, order the confidential treatment of records for which no exemption from
disclosure applies if there are compelling interests favoring restnction of access to
the record; and the interests favoring restriction of access clearly outweigh the
interests favoring access. See § 405.
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E. OTHER REQUESTS REGARDING RECORDS.
1.

Request to create a record. A governmental entity is not required to create a
record in response to a request. See § 201(8)(a).

2.

Request to provide a different format. Upon request, a governmental entity
must provide a record in a particular format if:
•

•

The governmental entity is able to do so without unreasonably
interfering with the governmental entity's duties and responsibilities;
and
The requester agrees to pay the governmental entity for its additional
costs actually incurred in providing the record in the requested
format See § 201(8)(b). The governmental entity may require the
payment of fees in advance as set forth in paragraph 3 of part III B 3
above.

3.

Request to amend record. See Part X.F of this Handbook regarding the rights
of individuals.

4.

Request to disclose purpose and use of record. See Part X.F of this
Handbook.

F. RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS
1.

Right to know regarding private or controlled information. Upon request,
each governmental entity is required to explain to an individual the reasons the
individual is asked to furnish information that could be classified private or
controlled, the intended uses of the information and the consequences for
refusing to provide the information. See § 601(2).

2.

Right to contest accuracy or completeness of record. An individual may
request a governmental entity to amend any public, private, or controlled record
concerning him/her. The procedure is set forth in § 603. If the request is
denied the individual is permitted to file a statement contesting the information.
The statement is kept with the record and must accompany any disputed
information. The denial may also be appealed. The right to request amendment
does not apply to certain specified records. See § 603(8).

3.

Right to privacy. Individuals have a constitutional privacy right.

G. AGENCY RECORDS MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Governmental entities are required to make and maintain adequate records and to
manage them in accordance with the provisions of GRAMA and of the rules issued
by the Department of Administrative Services. See § 903.
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H. DESTRUCTION OR OTHER DISPOSITION OF RECORDS
1.

Records are state property. All records created or maintained by a
governmental entity of the state are property of the state. See § 905(1).

2.

Adoption of retention schedules. The chief administrative officer of each
governmental entity is required to submit to archives proposed schedules for
the length of time various records must be retained. See § 903(4). The State
Records Committee reviews the proposed schedules and adopts retention
schedules for all records. See § 502(1 )(b).

3.

Restrictions on destruction or other disposition of records. It is unlawful to
mutilate, destroy, or otherwise damage or dispose of a record, in whole or in
part, in contravention of the applicable retention schedule or other provisions of
GRAMA. See § 905. One such provision is that a governmental entity may
not destroy or give up custody of a record to which access was denied until the
period for an appeal has expired or the end of the appeals process, including
judicial review, unless otherwise required by a court or agency of competent
jurisdiction. See § 205(3) and penalty section above.
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